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FOREWORD 
"The full fruit of labor is in the harvest, 

and that always comes in the right season ... " 

The material for this hook was drawn from the personal experi
ences of addicts within the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. 
This Basic Text is based on an outline derived from the pamphlet 
(our "white book"), />{arcotics Anonymous. The first eight chapters 
are based on the topic headings in the "white book" and carry the 
same title. We have included a ninth chapter, 'Just for Today and a 
tenth chapter, 'More Will Be Revealed.' 

Following is a brief history of the book: 
Narcotics Anonymous was formed in July 1953, with the first 

meeting held in Southern California. The Fellowship grew 
erratically, but quickly spread to various parts of the United States. 
From the beginning the need was seen for a !'book on recovery" 
to help strengthen the Fellowship. The pamphlet, "Narcotics 
Anonymous," was published in 1962. 

However, the Fellowship still had little structure and the 1960's 
were a period of struggle. Membership grew rapidly for a time, 
and then began to decline. The need for a more specific direction 
was readily apparent. N.A. demonstrated its maturity in 1972, 
when a World Service Office was opened in Los Angeles. The 
W.S.O. has brought the needed unity and sense of purpose to the 
Fellowship. 

The opening of the W.S.O. brought stability to the growth of the 
Fellowship. Today, there are many thousand re.covering addicts in 
hundreds of meetings all across the United States and in many 
foreign countries. Today, the World Service Office truly serves a 
worldwide Fellowship. 

Narcotics Anonymous has long recognized the need for a com
plete Basic Text on addiction - a book about addicts, by addicts 
and for addicts. 

This effort was strengthened after the formation of W.S.O. with 
the publication of The NA Tree, a pamphlet on service work. _This 
pamphlet WAS the original "service manual" of the Fellowship. It 
has been followed by subsequent and more comprehensive vol
umes, and now the NA. Service Afanual. 

The manual outlined a service structure which included a World 
Service Conference. The W.S.C., in tum included a Literature 
Committee. With the encouragement of W.S.O., several members 
of the Board of Trustees and the Conference, work.began. 



As the ery for literature, particularly a comprehensive text, be
came more widespread, the W.S.C. Literature Committee de
veloped. In October 1979, the first World Literature Conference 
was held at Wichita, Kansas, followed by conferences at Lincoln, 
Nebraska; Memphis, Tetulessee; Santa Monica, California; 
Warren, Ohio; and Miami, Florida. 

The W.S.C. Literature Subcommittee, working in conference 
and as individuals, have collected hundreds of pages of material 
from members and groups throughout the Fellowship. This mate
rial has been laboriously catalogued, edited, assembled, dismem
bered and reassembled. Dozens of area and regional representa
tives working with the Committee have dedicated thousands of 
man-hours to produce the work here presented. But more 
importantly, those members have conscientiously sought to insure 
a "group-conscience" text. In keeping with the spirit of anonymity, 
we, the W.S., Literature Subcommittee, feel it appropriate to 
express our special gratitude and appreciation to the Fellowship 
as a whole, especially the many of you who contributed material 
for inclusion in the book. We feel that this book is a synthesis of 
the collective Group Conscience of the entire Fellowship and that 
every single idea submitted is included in the work, in some form 
or another. 

This volume is intended as a textbook for every addict seeking 
recovery. As addicts, we know the pain of addiction, but we also 
know the joy of the recovery we have found in the Fellowship of 
Narcotics Anonymous. We believe the tiine has come to share our 
recovery, in written form, with all who desire what we have found. 

Appropriately, this book is devoted to informing every addict: 
JUST FOR TODAY, YOU NEVER HA VE TO USE AGAIN! 

Therefore, 
"With gratitude in our cleanliness, we dedicate our N.A. book to 

the loving service of our Higher Power. That through the de
velopment of a conscious contact with God, no addict seeking re
covery need die without having had a chance to find a better way 
of life." 

We remain trusted servants, 
In gratitude and loving service, 
LITERATURE SUBCOMMITTEE 
WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
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OUR SYMBOL 

Simplicity is the key.note of our symbol; it follows the simplicity of our 
Fellowship. We could find all sorts of ocCult aJXl esoceric connotations.in 
the simple outlines, but furelll()S( in out minds were easily understood 
meani~ and relationships. 

1be ourec clrcle deoores a universal . and tocal program dtat has room 
within for all maoifestatiom of lhe recovering ·and wholly recovered 
person. 

1be square. ~ lines are defmxl, is eaNly seen and uuderstood; but 
there are odler unseen pans of the symbol. The square base denotes 
Goodwin, the ground . of bOtb the felltiwsbip and the member of oar 
society. .Actually. it is die fuur pyramid aides which rise from. this base in 
a three dimensiopal fi&ure 1bat are the Self, Society, Service aod God. All 
rise to the poim af Freedom. 

All pans thus far are closely related to the Jllee(ls am aims of the addict 
seetiug recovery and 1be purpose of the fdlowsbip seeting to llWe 
recovery available to all. 1be greara: the base, as we grow in unity in 
numbers and in fel1owshlp, the broader lhe sides and the higher the point 
of freedom. Probably the last to be lost to freedom will be the stigma-of 
being an addict. Goodwill is best exemplified in service and proper service 
is "Doing the right thing for tbe right reason". When this supports 
and motivates both the individual and the· fellowship, we are fully whole 
and wholly free. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This book is the shared experience of the fellowship of Narcotics 

Anonymous. We welcome you to read this text, hoping that you will 
choose to share with us in the new life we have found. We have by no 
means found a •cure• for addiction. We offer only a proven plan for daily 
recovery. 

In N. A., we follow a program adapted from Alcoholics Anonymous. 
More than one million :people have recovered in A.A., most of them just 
as hopelessly addicted to alcohol as we were to drugs. We are grateful ID 
the A.A. fellowship for showing us the way to a new life. 

The Twelve Sreps of Narcotics Anonymous, as adapted from A.A., are 
the basis of our recovery program. We have only broadened their 
perspective. We follow the same path with a single exception; our 
identification as addicts is all-inclusive in respect to any mood-changing, 
mind-altering substance. ·Alcoholism" is too limited a term for us: our 
problem is not a specific substance, it is a disease called "addiction". We 
believe that as a fellowship, we have been guided by a Greater 
Consciousness, and are grateful for the Direction that has enabled us ID 
build upon an already-proven program of recovery. 

We have come to Narcotics Anonymous by various means and believe 
that our common denominator is that we failed ID come to terms with our 
addiction. Because of the degree and variecy of addiction found within our 
fellowship, we have approached the solution contained within this book in 
general terms. We pray that we have been searching and thorough, so that 
every addict who reads this volume will find the hope we have found. 

Based on our experience, we believe that every addict, including the 
"potential" addict, suffers from an incurable disease of body, mind and 
spirit. We were in the grip of a hopeless dilemma, the solution of which 
is spirimal in nawre. Therefore, this book will deal with spiritual matters. 

We are not a religious organization. Our program is a set of spiritual 
principles through which we are recovering from a seemingly hopeless state 
of mind and body. Throughout the compiling of this work, we have 
prayed: 

"GOD, grant us knowledge that we may write according to Your 
Divine precepts, instill in us a sense of Your purpose, make us servants 
of Your will and grant us a bond of selflessness that this may truly be 
Your work, not ours, in order that no addict, anywhere, need die from 
the horrors of addiction. H 

Everything that occurs in the course of N. A. service must be motivated 
by the desire to more successfully carry the message of recovery to the 
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addict who still suffers. It was for tlm reason that we began chis work. We 
must always remember that as individual members, groups, and service 
committees, we are not, and should never be, in competition with each 
other. We work separately am together to help the newcomer and for our · 
common good. We have learned. painfully, that btternal strife cripples our 
fellowship; it prevents.~ from providing the services ~ for growth. 

lt is our hope that this book will help the suffering addict fiOO the 
solution we have found. Our purpose is to remain clean, just for today, and 
co carry the message of recovery. 

Thank you, 

LITERATURE SUBCOMMITIEE 
WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
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Chapter One 

WHO IS AN ADDICT? 

Most of w do not have to think twlce.abouJ this question. WE KNOW! 
Our whOle life aJl!l.thinking was ~ent.ered in drug~ in one form or '111J)1Mr, 
the getting and usmg ll1fll ftndirig ways and me.am to get m0re. We lived to 
uie and used to live: Very ~ly. an addict is a man or woman wlwu life 
iS controlJed by drugs. We are people in the grip of a continuing and 
prf>gresiive lllMs$ whose ends ai'e always the ~:jails, lnstlludOns and 
ddath. . . 

T~ of us who have.·fuund the program of Narcotics Anonymous do not 
have to dUnk twice about dte question: Who is an acJ<flct1 We know! The 
following is our ~e. . . 

As addlcts., _.w~ .. are ~ wliose use . of any mind-altering, mood
changiog substance causes a prob1,C~ in any area oflife. Addiction is a . 
disease which involves more than simple di:ug use. Some of us believe that 
our dUe8se was preseii long befOre the firSt time we used. 

Most of us did not comider. ourselves addicted befOre coming to the 
Nat~ Allonymous program. 1be lluor,Pl31ion available to us came from 
misinfunned people. As long as we cwld st0p. usq .tOc a: While. we 
thought we were all right. We tooted at the stopphlg, not the using. As our 
addiction progressed. we thought of stopping · less and . .tess. Only in 
desperation did we ask. ourselves, "Could it be the qs"? . 

We did not choose to become addicts. We suffer from a dbease which 
expresses .itself in ways that are anti-social and make deteetion. diagoosis 
and treatment dift\ailt . 

. our disease i..'«>lated us from people except for the getting. using and 
fbliog ways and means to get more. Hostile •. resentful, self-centered and 
~f~. we cut· oorsdveS off from the oorside world. Anything· not 
eompleiCly · fimiliar became alien and dangerous. Our world shrank and 
isolaµon became our life. We uaed in order to ~ive. It was the only way 
of life -we knew. 

Some of us used, misused and abused drugs and still never ooosidered 
ourselves addicts. Through a11 ·of this; we .tept telling oorseJves. ·.1 ·can 
handle it". Our misoonceptiom about the nature of addiction conjured up . 
visions of violence, Street crime, dirty nc.00~ and jail. 

When our addiction Was treated as a crime or moral deficiency, we 
became rebellious and were driven deeper into isolation. Some of the highs 
&lt great, but eventually the things we had to do in order to support our 
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using reflected desperation. We were caught in the grip of our disease. We 
were forced to survive any way we cooJd. We manipulated people and tried 
to control everything around us. We lied. stole, cheated and sold ourselves. 
We had to have drugs, regardless of the cost. Failure and fear began to 
invade our Jives. 

One aspect of our addiction was our inability to <Jea1 with life on its 
terms. We tried drugs and combinatioos of drup in an effort to cope with 
a seemingly hostile world. We dreamed of finding a magic formula that 
would solve our ulthnatc problem • ourselves. The fact was that we cculd 
not successfully use any mind~altering or mOod<hanging substance, 
including marijuana and alcohol. .DrugS ceased to mate us feel good. 

At times, we were defe~~ve about our addiction and justified o~ right 
to use, especially when we had "legal prescriptions". We were proud of lhe 
sometimes· illegal and often bizarre behavior that typified our using. We 
".forgot" the times we sat alone consumed.by rear and self-pity. We fell 
into a pattern of selective thinking. We only remembered the "good" drug 
experiences. We justified and rationalized the things we had to do to keep 
from being sick or going crazy. We ignored the times •n life seemed to 
be a nighttnar~. We avoided the reality of our addiction. 

Higher mental and emotional t'uncOOos. such as conscience and.che ability 
to love, were sharply aft'ecred by our wie of drugs. Living skills were 
reduced to the animal level. OUr spirit was broken. The capacity to feel 
human was lost. This seems extreme, but many of us have been in this 
state. . 

We were constantly searching for "the amwer" -that person. place or 
thing that would mm everything all rigllt. We lacked the ability to cope 
with daily living, As our addiction caught up with us, ~ of us found 
ourselves in aoo,.out of instillltiom. 

These experie.oces indicated there was something wrQng with our lives. 
We wam.ed an easy way out and some of us thought' of suicide. Our 
atrempts were usually feeble. and only helped to conttibute to our feelings 
of worthlessness. We were trapped in the illusion of "what if', "if ooly" 
and "just one more line". When we did seek he1p. we were really only 
loo.king for the absence of pain. . 

We have regained good physical health many times, only to lose it by 
using again'. Our track record shows that it is impossible for us to use 
successfully. No matter how well we may appear to be in control, ming 
drugs always brings us to our knees. 

Like other incurable diseases, addiction can be arrested. We agree mat 
there is nothing shameful about bejng an addict, provided we accept our 
dilemma honestly and take positive action. We are willing to admit without 
reservation that we are allergic to drugs. Common serise tells us that it 
would ~ iJlll8JlC to go bnck to the 00\U'OC of our allorgy. Our o~t"i.1:0nc-e 
indicates that medicine cannot "cure" our illness. 
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Although physical and m~ tolerance play a role, many drugs require 
no extended period of use to trigger a1'ergic reactions. Our reaction is what 
makes us addicts, not how much we use. . 1 ' 

Many of us did not think we had a problem until the drugs ran out. Even 
. when others told us we had a problem, we were convinced that we were 
· right and the. world was wrong. We used this belief to justify our self
. destructive behavior. We developed a point of view that enabled us to 
pursue our addiction withOut concern for our own well-being or that of 
others. We ·began to ~l the drugs 'Were kilting us tong before we coilld 
ever admit it to anyQOC else. We noticed that if we tried w stop using. we 
couldn't We suspeeted we had lost control over the drugs and had no 
power to stop. 

Certain things followed as we continued to use. We became accusromed 
to a state ·of mind common to addictS. We forgot what it was like before 
we started using; we f()rgot the social graces. We acquired strange habits 
and mannerisms. We forgot bow to work; we furgot how to play; we 
forgot how to ~ess ourselves and show concern for (lthers. We forgot 
how to feel. 

While using, we lived in another world. We experienced only periodic 
jolts of reality or self ·awareness. It seemed we were at least two people 
instead of one, like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. We ran around trying to get 
our lives together before our next run. Sometimes we· c0uld do this very 
well, but later. · it was less important and m0re impossible. In the end, Dr. 
Jekyll .died and Mr. Hyde took over. 

Each of us has a few things we· can say we never did. We cannot let 
these things become excuses to use again. Some of us feel lonely because 
of differences bCtWeen us and other ·members, and thi« makes it difficult to 
give up old colln.ections aoo old habits. 

we all have different toletances for pain. Some addicts needed to go to 
greater exttemes than others. Some of us foUnd we had 'had enough when 
we realiz.ed that we were getting high too often and lt was affecting our 
daily li.Ves. 

At first, we were using· in a manner which see~ to be social or at leaSt 
comrollable with 1ittJe iOOication of the disaster' which the future held for 
us. At some point; 0ur using became uncontrollable and antisocial. Th»; . 
began when things ·were going well and we Were in situatiOm- that allowed 
us to use frequentfy. This was usually the end of the good times. We may 
have tried to moderate, Substitute, or even StOp using, but we·weitt ·ftom 
a state of drugged~ and wetJ--Oeing to CO.mplete spiritual, menra1 ·and 
emodonal bank:nlptcy. This rate of decline varies ~om··addict to addict. 
Whether it is years or days, it is an downhill. Those of U8 who don't die 
from the disease will go on to prison, menial institutions or · complete 
demoralization as the disease progresses. . 

Drugs had given us the feeling that we could handle whatever situation 
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might develop. We became aware, however. lhat drup were largely 
r~lble·for Ju\Ving gotten us into our very worst predicamenls. Some 
of us may s~ the rest of our lives In jail for a drug~related crime or a 
crime Committed wblle·usilig. ' · . . · 
. We bad to reach our bottom before We becaDle wUling '° &top. We were 

much· m0re modvared ro seek help in ~· 1.aner Stage of OUl' a4dktfoo.. It 
was easier WI'. u5 tu see the destrUctloo. 'dUICr aDd deIUSJO.ii: or·Put UShtg. 
h was bardcf to deny o.n.- addklioil wht!la problalW ~ &taring tis in 11.e . tace.· ·' . . .. . . . . . .. ·: .' . 

some· of us first saw the ettects of adcUetion on the people with whom we 
were d.oSe. We were·· very depeodeat on. diem t0 carry • elllotionaJly 
through life. We, felt augry { diS8ppolntcd am hurt wheD., they had Other 
iotere$ts, frieabaDd IoVeli oncs~ We~ dlepast. drfJaded die·mmre, 
and we weren't too thrilled about the After years of ~~·we 
were more UDhappy and less ~ WbeB it an ~" '~" < . ; . 

Ol,tr addiction bad emlavtd ·us~ We were prlioners ofi our owli ~mind. 
condemned by our ow guilt. WebM given up ever stopping.' OUr attempts 
to stay clean bad always failed. causing us pain aod misery.· ··.·· ;·· 

As addites. we baVe · an incurable disease ealled addietion · whk-h is 
chronic. progressive and fat.al. HO'Wever. it is a ueatable diseale. We feel 
that each i'ndivldual alone bas to answer the quellion. •"Am I: an liddiet?" 
How we g<>t tJleSdisease· is Of nc» immediate importance to us~ We are 
concerntld with recovery. · ·. · · · ·· · 

·we begin to treat our addiction by not usJng. Many of us sought .•wen 
but failed to find any· worbble sOJ.utlon und1 v..e fuund· each Odlel'~ Once 
we identify ourselves as addicts, help becolileS. possible. We can see a little 
of ourselves in every addict and a little bit of them in us. This insight lets 
us help one anodler. OUr futures seemed hopeleu until we fOund ·e1ean 
~ whO werewilliogto: share· with·U8, Denial· of our addiction·was 
what bad kept us sick, and our honest admissiott eaabled .. us ro lt<l> using: 
The people· of ·Nafcotics AnOnymous tokl us tlw . they ··Were· recovetirlg 
addictS Who had·.leamed to live widlout drugs. If they couJd<lo .it, so could 
we. . 

The only alternatives to recovery are jails. institutions, dereliction .and 
death. Unfortunate.ly, our disease .make&-~ deny O\lf addiction. If you are 
an adcli.ct. Y9U too canfind a.new way of life>lhro.µgh the N.A, program 
that woukl Mt~ be pc»l&ible. We have become very grateful in the 
COD® of QUr r«o.very. our.lives-·have. bec.mne useful. through ab&tineoce 
and by- working the 'fy.>elve S1epS of N~ AnDJlymQUs. ' 

we realize.dlat we .are oev~CQl'ed and carry, the~ .wilhin us all OW' 
lives. We have a disease .. frop:i ~we do.recover, Each day~ are 
given another ~. We &.'.~ convinced that there Is only one way fur us 
ro lin~~timd that b ~ N.A. wq. 



Chapter Two 

WHAT IS 'fBE NARCOTICS 
ANONYMOUS PROGRAM? 

N.A. is a non-profit Fellowship or society of men and women for w/uJm 
drugs hod become a mdjor problem. We are recovering addicts who meet 
regularly to help each other stay clean. This is a program lf complete 
absdnencefrom all thugs. There is only ONE requirement for membership, 
the desire to nop using. We suggest lhat you keep an open mind and give 
yourself a break. Our program is a set of principles written so simply that 
we can follow them in our doily lives. '111e most important thing about them 
is that lHEY WORK. 

There are no strings attached to N.A. We are Mt qfflliated wtth any other 
organ/mtions, we have no iniliaJlml fees or dues, 1W pledges to sign, no 
prtJnlises to make to anyone. We are not connected with arry · Politi<XJI, 
rellgious or law el!forcement groups, and are U11der no survei1lance at any 
lime. Anyone may join us, regardless of age, race, sexual identity, creed, 
religion or lack of religion. 

We are not interested in what or how nutek you used or who your 
connections we.re, what yuu have done in the post, how much or how little 
you have, but only in what you want to do about your problem and how we 
con help. The new comer is the most important peTSOll at any meeting, 
because we can only keep what we have by giving ii away. We have 
learned from our group experience that thole who keep coming to our 
meetin~s regu/arly stay, clt!tlll. 

Narcotics AllonyDIOWI is a fellowship of men and women who are learning 
ro live without drugs. We are a non-profit society and have no dneS or fees 
of any kind. Each of us bas paid the price of member8hlp, We have paid 
dellrly with our pain for the right t(l recover. 

We are addicts, sw:viving against all odds, Who meet regularly together. 
We reSpond to ~ sharing and listen to the srories of our members for 
the nte8Sage of recovery. We realize that, at last, there is hope for us. 

We make use of the tools that have worked for other recovering addicts 
who have te.imed to live widlout drugs in Narcotics Anonymous. The 
Twelve S"'P" ""' positive tool• - ma.Ire recovery l)OSSible. Our primary 
purpose is to stay clean and to cart')' the message to the addict who still 
sW'fers. We are united by our common. problem of addiction. By meeting. 
talking with, and helping other addicts. we are able to stay clean. The 
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newcomer is the most imponant person at any meeting because we can 
only keep· what we have by giving it away. 

Narcotics Anonymous has had many years of experience with literally 
hundreds of thousands of addicts. This mass of intensive fll'st-hand 
experience in all phases of illness and recovery is of unparalleled 
therapeutic value. We are here to share freely with any ;iddicts who want 
it. 

Our message of recovery is based on our own experience. Before coming 
to the fellowship, we exhausted ourselves trying to "use" successfully, or 
trying to find out what was wrong with us. After coming to N .A., we 
fouild ourselves among a very special group of people who have suffered 
like llll and found recovery. In their experiences, freely shared, we found 
hope for ourselves. If the Pi"ogram worked fur them, it would work fur Ull. 

The only requirement for membership is a deslie to stop using. We have 
seen the Program work tbr any addict who honestly and sincerely wants ID 
stop. We don't have to be clean when we ge): here, but after the first 
meeting, we suggest that newcomers keep cmiling back and come back 
clean. We don't have ID wait for an overdose, or jail sentence, to get help 
from Narcotics Anonymous, nor Is addiction a hopeless condition from 
which there Is no recovery. 

We meet addicts like ourselves who are clean. We watch and listen to 
them and realize that they have found a way to live and enjoy life without 
drugs. We don't have to settle fur the limitations of the past. We can 
examine and re-examine all our old ideas and constilndy improve on them 
or replace them with new ones. We are men and women who have 
discovered and admitted that we are powerless over our addiction. When 
we use, we lose. 

When we discovered that we cannot live with or without drugs, we 
sought help through N .A. rather than prolong our suffuring. The Program 
works a miracle in our lives. We become different people. The steps and 
abstinence give us a dally reprieve from our self-imposed life sentences. 
We become free to live. 

We want the place where we recover to be a safe place, free from 
outside influences. For the protection of the fellowship, we irislst that no 
drugs or paraphernalia be brought to any meeting. 

We feel totally free to express ourselves within J1ie fellowship, because 
no law enforcement agencies are involved. OUr meetings have an 
atmosphere of empathy. In accordance with the principles of recovery, we 
try not to judge, stereotype or moralize with each other. We are not 
recruited and It doesn't cost anything. N.A. does not provide counseling 
or social services. 

OUr meetings are a process of identification, hope aQd sharing. The heart 
<>f N .A,. beats wb»n tWQ ,.d(licts mare their recovery. What we do becomes 
real for us when we share it. This happens on a larger scale in our regular 
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meetings. A meeting is two or ~e addicts gathered together to help each 
other stay clean. . 

At the beginning of the meeting, we read N.A. literature which is 
available to anyone. Some meetings have speakers, topic discussiOns or 
both. Closed meetings are for addicts or those who think 1hey might have 
a 4rug problem; open meetings welcome anyone wishing to experience our 
Fellowship. The· atmosphere of recovery ls protected by our Twelve 
Traditions. W.e are fully self-supporting through voluntary contributions 
from our members. Regardless of where the meeting taJres place, we 
remain unaffiliated. Meetings provide us with a place to be with fellow 
addicts. All we need are iwo addicts, caring and sharing, to make a 
meeting. 

We let new Ideas flow 1111.o us. We ask questions. We share what we 
have learned about living without drugs. Though the principles of the 
Twelve Steps may seem strange to us at first, the most important thing 
about them ls that they work. Ou.- Program ls, in fact, a way of life. We 
learn the value of SllCh spiritual principles as surrender, humility and 
service from reading the N. A. literature, going to meetings, and working 
the steps. We find that ~ lives steadily improve, if we maintaiu 
abstinence from mind-altering, mood-changing chemicals and work the 
Twelve Steps to sustain our recovery. Living this Program gives us a 
relationship with a Power greater than ourselves, corrects defects, leads us 
to help others, and where there has been wrong, reaches us the spirit of 
forgiveness. 

Many books have been written about the nature of addiction. This book 
concerns itself with the natUre of recovery. If you are an addict and have 
found this book, please give yourself a break and read It. 
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~hapter Three 

WHY ARE WE HERE? 

Before coming to the Fellowship of N.A., we could not manage our own 
lives. We could Mt live and enjoy life as other people do. We had to have 
something dijferent amt we thought we had foUiu1 It in drugs. We placed 
their use ahead of the welfare of our ji:mlilles, our wives, husbands, and 
our children.. We bad to have tifugs at all costs. We did many people great 
harm. but nwst of all we harmed ourselves. Through our inability to accept 
personal responslfJilities we were actually creating our own problem. We 
seemed to fJe incapable effacing life on its own terms. 

Most ef us realized that in our addiction we were s/Qwly committing 
suicide, but addiction is such a cunning enemy ef life that we had lost the 
power to do anything about it. Most of us ended up in jail, or sought help 
through medicine, religion ll1ld psyc'hlotry. None of these metJwds was 
srefficlent for us. Our disease always resurfaced or continued to progress 
until in desperation, we sought help from each other in Narcotics 
Anonymous. 

After coming to N.A. we realized we were sick people. We suffered from 
a disease from which there is M known cure. It can, however, be arrested 
at some point, and recovery is then possible. 

We are addicts seeking recovery. We used drugs to cover up our feelings, 
and dicfWbatever was necessary to get them. Many of us woke up sick, 
unable to make it to work, or went io work loaded. Many of us srote to 
support our habit. We hurt the ones we IO'\ied. We did all these things and 
iold ourselves, ·we can handle it". We were looking for a way out. We 
couldn't face life on Its own terms, In the beginning, using was fun. For 
us it became a habit and finally was necessary for survival. The 
progression of the disease was not apparent to us. We continued on the 
path of destruction, uriaware of Where it was leading us. We were addicts 
and did not know it. Through drugs we tried to avoid reality, pain and 
misery. When the drugs wore off, we realized that we stilt had the same 
problems and that they were becoming worse. We sought telief by using 
again and again - more drugs, more often. 

We sought help· and found none. Often doctors didn't understand our 
<lllemma; !hey uicd to help by !JMng "" medication_ Our husbands,· wives 
and loved ones gave us what they had and drained themselves in the hope 
that we would stop using or get better. We tried substituting one drug for 
another, but this only prolonged our pain. We tried limiting our usage to 
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"social" amounts without success. There is no such thing as a "social 
addict". Some of us sought an answer through churches, religions or 
cultism. Some sought a cure by geographic change, blaming our · 
surroundings and living situations for our problems. This attempt only gave 
us a chance to take OOvantage of new people. Some of us sought approval 
through sex or change of friends. This approval-seeking carried us further 
into our addictiou. Some of us tried marriage, divorce or desertion. 
Regardless of what we tried, we could not escape from our disease. 

We reached a point In our lives where we felt like a lost cause. Our 
worth to our jobs, fllmllles and friends was little or none. Many of us were 
unemployed and uoemployable: Ally form of success was frightening and 
unfamiliar. We didn't know, what to do. As the self-loathing grew, we 
needed to use more and more to mask our feelings. We were sick and tired 
of pain and trouble. We were frightened and ran ftom the fear. No matter 
how far we ran, we always carried the fear with us. We were h<lpeless, 
QSe1els and lost. Failure had become our way of life and self-esteem was 
~. Perhllps ·the most painfUI of all was the desperation of 
lonelhtess. <Isolation and the denial of our addiction kept us moving alollg 
this downbll1 path. Ally hope of geuing beuer disappeared. Helpiessness, 
emptiness and fear became our way of life. We were complete failures. 
Persollality change was what we really f:leeded, Change from self
.destruCtive patteros Of life became necessary. When we lied, cheated or 
stole, we degraded ourselves in our own eyes. We bad bad enough of self
lleStruction. We experienced bow powerless we really are. When nothing 
relieved our paranoia and fear. we bit bottom and became ready to ask fur 
help . 

. we were searcbillg for an answer when we reachedout and fuund 
NatWtlcs ~·We came to our first N.A. meeting in defeat and 
didn't blow what to expect .. After sitting in. a meeting, or several meetings, 
we began to feel that people cared and were willing to help. Altbough our 
~ told 1111 we would never make it, the people in the FelloWl!lllp gave 
us hope by insisting we could recover. We found that no matter· what our 

. past thoughts or actions were, others. had felt and done the same, 
Surrounded by fellow addicts, we realized lhat vie were not. alone. 
Recovery is what happens In our meetings;~ of our lives is at stake. 
We found that by puUing reqovery first, the Program works. 

We faced three disturbil>g realizations: 

1. We are powerless over addiction and our lives are unmanageable; 
2. Although we are not responsible lbr our disease, we are responsible 

for our recovery; 
3. We can no longer blanle people, places and thingS for our addiction. 

we must face our problems and our feelillgS. 
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The ultimate weapon fof recovery is the recovering addict. We 
concelllrate on recovery and how we feel, not what we have done In the 
past, Old friends, places and ideas are often a threat to our reto'l'.ery. We 
need to change our playmates, playgrounds and playthings. ' 

When we realized we are not able to manage on our own, some of us 
immedialely began experiencing depression, anxiety, hostility and 
resentlllellt. Peu;y frustrations, minor setbacks and loneliness oAen made us 
fuel that we were not getting any betler. We found that we suffered from 
a disease, not a moral dilemma. We were critically ill, not oopelessly bad. 
Our disease can only be arre&led through abstinellce. 

Today we experience a Ml range of feelings. Before coming into the 
fellOWllhip, we either t\llt elated or depressed widl ver.y little in between. 
Our negative sense of self bas been replaced by a positive concern for 
other$. Answers are provided and problems are solved. It IS a great gift ro 
feel hulllatt again. 

What a change from the way we used to bet That's how we know that 
the N .A. program works. It is the first thing that ever convinced us that we 
needed to change ourselves, Instead of trying to change the people Biid 
~ around us. We diacover new opportunities. We find a sense of 
self-worth. We learn self-respect. This is a program for dOing just dlOSe 
tbiogs. By working the sreps, we eome to accept a Higher Power's will: 
this acceptance leads us IO recovery. We IQSe our fear of the un1<nown. We 
are ser free. 
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Chapter Four 

HOW IT WORKS 

If you want what we have to offer, and are willing to make the effort to 
get it. then you are ready to tilU certain steps. 1hue are the principles 
that made our recovery :.p<>ssible. 

1. We admitted that we . were powerless over our addiction. that our 
liVes had beromt unmanageable. 

2. We came to beutve that a Power greaur than ourstlves could restore 
us to sanity. 

3. We mode a decision to tum our Will and our lives over to the care 
of God as we uitderstood Him. 

4. We made a searching and fearless moral im>entory of ourselves. 

5. We admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the 
exact nature of our wrongs. 

6. We were endrely ready to have God remove all these defects of 
character. 

1. We humbly as'lc:ed Him to remove our fhoncomings. 

8. We made a· list of all penom we had harmed. and became willing to 
make ameriilS to them all. 

9. We made direct amehds to suclt people wherever possible, except 
when to do so would injure them or others. 

10. Wt continued to take personal inventory, and whtn we were wrong 
promptly admitted it. 

11. We sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious 
conraci wlih·Ood a..J we unadrstocd Yim, pl'aying only for knowledge 
af His will fonts and the p6Wer to carry that out. 

12. Having had a spirl.tual awakenins as a result of thae steps, we tried 



to CQrry this message to addlcta, and to practice lllese principles in 
all Our ajfain. 

This sounds like a big order, and we can't do it all at once. We didn't 
beamte addicted in one day; so remember - E.4SY DOES IT. 

There is QM tltlng llf()ll titan anything else that will defeat us in our 
recovery; this is an Ollitude of ituiijference or /ntolerQllCe toWard spiritual 
principles. 17lree of Plese that are /IU!iSp1!11$411le are /Wiie.sty, open
mindeJness and willingness. With these we are well on our .way . . 

We feel. that our approaclt IQ the disease of addiction is completely 
reaJ/Stic, fot die therapeutic value of one addict lu!Jptng OllOther is withoul 
parallel. We feel that ow: way is practietll, fot or1e addict can best 
U1fl.lmland. and help another addict. We believe that the sooner we face our . 
problems witllln our society, in everyday Uving, just iJl!J/ ltllldijtuter do we 
become ac:ceptabre, responsibl4, and productive memben of that society. 

The only way w keep.from r~ to active addiction is not to take that 
flnt drug. If you are like us you lcnOw that QM is tw many and a thousand 
1leVeT enough. We put great entpltam on this, jbr we blow that 14Jlen we 
USe dnlgs fn any form. or substitute OIU1 for another, we releaae OUT 
Qt/diction all over again. 

Thinking of alcohol as dfjferent from other drugs has caused a great 
l'll<ltlY addicts IQ relapse. Before we came to N.A., many of us viewed 
alcohol separately, but we cannot qJJbrd to be cOl!{used about this. Alcohol 
is a dnlg. We are people with die disease of addiction lWlo must abstain 
from all dnlga in order to recover . 

. These are some of the queitlons we have asked ourselves: Are We SQte we 
want to stop usiug? Do we understand that we have no real llOUttol over 
drugs? Do we recogplze that in the long run, we didn't use drugs-Ibey 
used us? Did jails and jnstltutjons take over the management of our lives 
at diflbrent limes? Do we fully accept the fact dlat our every auempt to 
stOp ·using 01' COlllr9I .our 1Js1n; failed? Do we know Chat our addiction 
changed us into something we didn't want to be: disJlonesr, !leceitful, self
willed peQple at odds with ourselves and our fellow man? Do we really 
believe that, as drug users, we have failed? . . , . 

When we were using, reality becaml'l so paint\11 dlat oblivion was 
preferable. We tried to keep other people from knowing abQ!lt our pain. 
We lsolared ourselves, and lived in prisons built out of our loneliness. 
Through this despecadon we sought help in Narootics Ano~. Wben 
we come to Narcotics Anonymouil we are physically, mentally, and 
~y bankrupt. We have hurt long enough !hat we are willing to go 
to any '-th to Slay clean. 

Our imly hope is to live by the example of those who bave racea our 
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dUemma, and have follnd a ~ay out. Regardless of who we are, where we 
came from, or what we liave done, we are accepted in Narcotics 
Anonymous. Our addiction. gives us a common ground for under~ing 
one aoodJer. . 

As a result of attending a few meetings, we begin to feel lilre we flnally 
belong. It is in these meetirlgs that we are introduced to the Twelve Steps 
of Narcoties Anonymous. We learn ill worlc: them in the order they are 
written and. to use them on a dally basis. 1be sreps are our solntion. They 
are our survival kit. They are our defense, for addiction is a deadly 
disease. Our steps are ihe principles that make our recovery possible. 

STEP ONE 

"We admitted lhOt we were powerless over our addiction. that our 
Uves hod become unmanageable. • 

h doesn't matter what or how much we used. In Narcotics AnonylllOOS 
staying clean has to come first. We realif.e that we cannot use drugs and 
live. When we admit our powerlessnes'I and the iilability to Jllai)age our 
own lives, we open the door to recovery. No one COuld convince us !Iiat 
we were addicts. h is an admisU>n that we bad to malc:e for ourselves. 
When some of us have doubts, we ask· ourselVes this question: •Can I 
control my use of any form of mind or mood-altering chemicals?• 

Most will see that control is ttnpossible the moment It is suggested. 
Whatever the outcome, we find that we cannot control our using for any 
length of time. 

This would clearly suggest that an addict has no control over drugs. 
Powerlessness means using against our will. If we can't stop, how can we 
tell ourselves we are in control? Tiie inability to stop using, even with the 
greatest willpower and the most sincere desire, is what we mean when we 
say, "We have absollltely no choice". However, we do have a choice after 
we eliminate all the thlnga we have been telling ourselves to justify our 
using. . 

We didn't stumble Into this fellowship brimming with love, honesty, . 
open-mindedness or willingness. We reached the point where we could no 
longer continue because of physical, mental, and spiritual pain. When we 
were beaten, we became willing. 

Our inability to control our usage of drugs is a symptom of the disease 
of addiction. We are powerless not only over drugs, but our addiction as 
well. We need to admiL thb in order to '"""""'" - Addiction is a physical. 
mental and spiritual disease, affecting every area of our lives. 

The physical aspect of our disease ls the compulsive use of drugs: the 
inability to stop using once we have started. The mental aspect of our 
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disease is the obsession, or overpowering desire, which leads tis to using 
even when it has destroyed our lives. The spiriwal part of our disease is 
our total self-centeredness. We felt that we could stop whenever we wanted 
to, despite all evidence to the contrary. Denial, substitution, rational,ization, 
justification, distrust of others, guilt, embarrassment.. dei:elictioll, 
degradation, isolation, and loss of control are au results of our disease. Our 
disease is progressive, incura~le and fatal. Most of us are relieved to find 
out we have a disease instead of a morat deficiency. 

We are not responsible for our disease, .but we are responsible for our 
recovery. Most of us tried to stop using on our own, but we were unable 
to live with or without drugs. Eventually we realized that we were 
powerless over our addiction. 

Many of us tried to stop using on sheer willpower, and this turned out 
to be a temporary solution. We saw that willpower alone would not work 
for any length of time. We tried countless other remedies- psychiatrists, 
hospitals, recovery houses, lovers, new towns, lleW jobs. Everything we 
tried, failed. We began to see that we had rationalized the most outrageous 
sort of nonsense in order to justify the mess drugs had made of our lives. 

Until we let go of all our reservations, the foundation on which our 
recovery is based is in danger. Reservations, no matter what they are. rob 
us of obtaining all the benefits this program has to offer. In ridding 
ourselves of all reservations, we surrender. Then, and only then, can we 
be helped· to recover from the disease of addiction. 

Now, the q\lCStion is: "If we are -powerless, how can Narcotics 
Anonymous help?" We begin by asking for help, and this is accomplished 
by working the Twelve Steps. The foundation is the admission that we, of 
ourselves, have no power over addiction. When we can accept this, we 
have completed the first part of Step One. 

A second admission must be made before the foundation is complete. If 
we stop here, we will know only half the truth. We are great ones for 
manipulating the ttuth. We might say on one hand, "Yes, I am powerless 
over my addiction", and on the other hand, "When I get my life together, 
I can handle drugs". Such thoughts and actions led us back to active 
addiction. It never occurred to us to ask, "If we can't control our 
addiction, how can we control our lives?" We felt miserable without drugs. 

Unemployability, dereliction and destruction .are easily seen as 
characteristics of an unmanageable life. Our families generally are 
disappointed, baffled and confused by our actions and often have deserted 
or disowned us. Becoming employed. socially acceptable and reunited with 
our families does not make our lives manageable. Social acceptability does 
not equal recovery. 

We have found that we had no choice except to completely change our 
ota ways or tlltnlC1Ilg or go Oack to ustng. wnen we give our oest, it workS 
for us as it has worked for others. When we could no longer stand our old 
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ways, we began to change. From that point forward, we can see that every 
clean day is a successful day, no matter what happens. Surrender means 
not having to fight anymore. We accept our addiction and life the way it 
is. We bec:ome willing to do whatever is necessary to stay clean, even the 
things we don't like doing. 

Until we took Step One, we were full of fear and dou~. At this point, 
many of us felt lost and confused. We felt different. Upon working this 
step, we affirmed our surrender to the principles of Narcotics Anonymous, 
and only then did we begin to overcome the alienation of addiction. Help 
for addicts begins only when we are able to admit complete defeat. This 
can be frightening, but it is the fuundation on which we have built our 
lives. 

Step One means that we do not have to use, and this is a great freedom. 
It took a while for some of us to realize how unmanageable our lives had 
becollle; for others of us, this was the only thing of which we could be 
sure. We knew in our hearts that drugs had the power to change us into 
something .that we didn't want to be. 

Being clean and working this step, we are released from our chains. 
However, none of the StepS work by magic. We do not just say the words 
of this step; we learn to live them. We see for ourselves that the Program 
has something to offer us. 

We have found hope. We find that we can learn to function in the world 
we live in. We, too, can find meaning and purpose in life and be rescued 
from insanity, depravity and death. 

When we admit our powerlessness and inability to manage our own lives, 
we open the door for a Power greater than ourselves to help us. It is not 
where we were that counts, but where we are going. 

STEP TWO 

"We came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could 
restore us to sanity." 

The· Second Step is necessary if we expect to achieve any sort of ongoing 
recovery. The First Step leaves us with the need to believe in something 
that can help us with our powerles&less, uselessness, and helplessness. 

The First Step has left a vacuum in our lives. We need to find something 
to fill that void. This is the purpose of the Second Step. 

Some of us didn't take this steP seriously at first; we passed over it with 
a minimum of concem, only to find the next sreps wouia not work until we; 

worked this one. Even when we admitted we needed help with our drug 
problem, many of us would not admit to the need for faith and sanity. 

We have a disease: progressive, incurable and fatal. One way or another 
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we went out_ and bought our deS!ruction on the time plant All of us, from 
the junkie snatching purses to the sweet little old ladies bitting two or three 
doctors for legal prescriptions, have one thing in common: we seek ·0ur 
desttuctiOn.a bag at a time, a few pills at a time, or a bottle at a wne.Until 
we die. This is at least pan of the Insanity of addiction. The price l:naY 
seem higher for the addict who prostitutl:s for a fix thall it ls for the addict 
who merely lies to a doctor, but ultinilitely bot~ pay with their lives. 
Insanily is repeating the same mistakes and expecting djfferent i:esults. 

Many of us realiie when we get to the Progi:~ that we have gone back_ 
time aocfagaln to using, ~ell though we knew tba't we were destroying our -
lives by doiug so. Iman11y Is using day after day knowing that only 
physical and mental destruc_tion collleS ·when we do. The most obvious 
inslinity of the disease of addiction is the obsession to use drugs. 

Ask youtSelf this question: Do I believe it would be iDsane to walk up to 
someone and say, •May I please have a heart attack or a· fatal accident'!" 
If you can agree that this would be an insane thing, you should have no 
problem with die Second Step. . · 

The first thing we do In tbis'Pqrani is stop using. At this point we 
begin IO feel lho pain of living wkhout drugs or anythlog to replace them. 
Tbls pain fotces us to seek a Power greater than ourselves that can relieve 
our obsession to use. 

The process of coming to believe is something that we seem to 
~ience in similar ways. One thing most of us blclr.-ed was a working 
relationship with a Higher Power. We begin to develop this rdationship by 
simply admitting to the possibility of a Power greater than ourselves. Most 
of us have no trouble admitting that addiction had become a destructive 
force In our lives. OUr hl=st efforts resulted in eVer greater destruCtion and 
despair. At 80llle point we realized we iieeded the help of some Power 
greater than our addiction. Our understanding of a Higher Power is up to 
us. No one is going to decide for us. We can call it the group, the 
program, or we can call it God. The only suggested guidelines are that this 
Power be loving, caring and greater than ouraelves. We don't have to be 
religious to accept this Idea. The point is that we open our minds to 
believe, We may have difficulty with this, but by keeping an open mind, 
sooner or later, we find tbe help we need. 

We tatted and lisrened_to Olhers. We saw other people_ recovering, and 
Ibey told us what was w<lrking for them. We began to see evidence of 
·some Power that could not be fully explained. Confronted with this 
evideix:e, ·we began to accept the existence of a Power greater than 
ow:selves. We can use this Power before we begin to understand it. 

As we see •coincidences" and miracles happening in our lives, our 
acceptance becOmes ttust. We grow to feel comfortable widl our Higher 
Power llS a source of sttengtll. As we learn to uusc Olis l"owc:c, we qin 
to overcome our fears of life. 

I 
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The process of coming to bQlieve is a restoration to sanity. The strength 
to move into action comes from this belief. We need to accept this siep to 
stan us on the road to recovery. When our belief bas grovln, we are ready 
for Step Three. 

STEP THREE 

"We mode a decision to tum our will mid our lives over to the care 
of God m we undmtOOd Him. • 

N. addicts, we have turned our will and our lives over many times to a 
destructive power. Our will and our lives were controlled by drugs. We 
were trapped by our need for the instant gratification that drugs gave us. 
During that time, our total being-body, mind arid spirit-was dominated 
by drugs. For a time it was pleasurable, then the euphoria began to wear 
off, and we saw die ugly side of addiction. We fuuod chat the biglter our 
drugs took us, the lower they brought us. We faced two choices: either we 
suffered the pain of withdrawal or took more drugs. 

For all addicts, the day comes when there is no longer a choice; we had 
to use. Having given our will and lives to our addiction, in utter 
desperation we looked for another way. In Narcotics Anonyroous, we 
decide to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we 
understand Him. This is a giant step. We don't have to be religious; 
anyone can talre ii. All that is required is willingness. All that is essential 
is that we open the door to a Power greater than ourselves. 

OUr concept of God comes not from dogma but from what we believe 
ourselves, what works for us. Many of us understand God to be simply 
whatever keeps us clean. The right to a God of your understanding is total 
and without any catches. Because we have this right, it is .necessary to be 
honest about our belief if we are to grow spiritually. 

We found that all we needed to do was to try. When we gave our best 
effort to the Program, it worked for us as it has worked for countless 
others. The Third Step does not say, •we turned our will and our lives 
over to the care of God". It says, "We made a decision to turn our will and 
our lives over to the care of God as we uruferstood Hirn". We made the 
decision; it was not made for us by the drugs, our families, a probation 
officer, judge, therapist or doctor. We made it. For the first time since that 
first high, we have made a decision for ourselves. 

The word "decision" implies action. This decision is based on faith. We 
have only to believe that the miracle we see WQl'1dng ill Ille lives Of clean 
addicls can happen to any addict with the desire to change. We simply 
realize there is a force for spiritual growth that can help us become more 
tolerant, patient, and useful in helping others. Many of us have.said, "'rake 
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my will and my life. Gukle me in my recovery. Show me how to live•. 
The relief of "letting go and letting God" helps us develop a life worth 
living. 

Surrendering to the will of our Higher Power getS easier with daily 
practice. When we honestly try, it works. Many of us start our day with 
a simple request for guidance from our Higher Power. 

Although we know that "turning it over" works, we may .still take our 
will and life back. We may even get angry because God permits it. At 
times during our recovery, the decision to ask for God's help is our 
grearest source of strength and courage. We cannot make this decision 
often enough. We surrender quietly aJJd let the God of our llllderstanding 
talce care of us. 

At first, our heads reeled with the questions: "What will happen when we 
tnrn our life over'/ Will we become 'perfect'?" We may have been more 
realistic than this. Some of us had to turn to an experienced N.A. member 
and ask, "What was it like for you?" Tue answer will vary from member 
to member. Most of us feel open-mindedness, willingness and surrelkler 
are the keys to this step. 

We have surrendered our will and our lives to the care of a Power 
greater than ourselves. If we are thorough and sincere, we will notice a 
. change for the better. Our fears are lessened aJJd faith begins to grow as 
we learn the true meaning of surrender. We are no longer fighting fear, 
anger, guilt, self-pity or depression. We realize that what brought us to this 
Program is still with us today and will continue to guide us if we allow it. 
We are slowly beginning to lose the paralyzing fear of hopelessness. The 
proof of this step is in the way we live. 

We have come to enjoy clean living and want more of the gOOd things 
that the N.A. fullowship holds for us. We know now that we cannot pause 
in our spiritual program; we want all we can get. 

We are now readY for our first honest self-appraisal, and we begin with 
Step Four. 

STEP FOUR 

"We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.• 

The purpose of a searching and fearless moral inventory is to son 
through the confusion and the contradiction of our lives so that we can find 
out who we really are. We are starting a new way of lire and need to be 
rid of the burdens and traps which have controlled us and prevented our 
gr•.:):y.·~~ 

AS we approach this step, most of us are afraid that there IS a monster · 
inside us that, if released, will destroy us. T)lis fear can cause us to put off 
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our inventory or may even pr~vent us from taking this crucial step at all. 
We have found that fear is I:ick of faith, and we have found a loving, 
personal God to whom we can turn. We no longer need to be afraid. 

We have been experts at self-deception and rationalization; by writing 
our inventory, we can overcome these obstacles. A written inventOry will 
unlock pans of our subconscious which remain hidden when we simply 
think about or talk about who we are. Once it is all down on paper, it is 
much easier to see, and much harder to deny our true nature. Honest self
assessment is one of the. keys to our new way of life. 

Let's face it; when we' were using, we were not honest with ourselves. 
We are becoming honest with ourselves wheil we admit that addiction has 
defeated· us and that we need help. It took a long time to admit that we 
were beaten. We found that we do not recover physically, mentally or 
spiritually overnight; Step Four will help us toward our recovery more than 
we imagine. Most of us fmd that we were neitlt!:r as terrible, nor as 
wonderful, as we supposed. We are surprised to find that we have good 
points in our inventory. Anycne who bas liome time in the Program and 
has worked this step will tell you that the Fonrtb Step was a mmlng point 
in their life. 

Some of us make the mistake of approaching the Fourth Step as If it were 
a confession of boW horrible we are-what a bad petson we have been. In 
this new way of life, a binge of emotional sorrow can be dangerous. This 
is not the purpose of the Foutth Step. We are trying to free ourselves of 
living in old, useless patterns. We take the Fourth Step to gain the 
necessary strength and insight which enables us to grow. We may approach 
the Fourth Step in a number of ways. 

It is advisable that before we start, we go over the first three steps with 
a Sponsor. 

These sreps ·are the preparation necessary to have the faith and courage 
to write a featless inventoty. We get comforlilble with our understanding 
of these stepS. We allow ourselves the privileJe of feeling good about what 
we are doing. We have been thrashing abOUt for a long time and have 
gotten nowhere. Now we are going to start this step, not letting it frighten 
us. We simply put it oo paper, to the best of olir present ability • 

. We mu5t be done with the past; not cling to it. We want to look our past 
in the face, see it for what it really was and release it so we can live today. 
The past, for l1IOSt of us, has been a ghost in the closet. We have been 
afraid to open ·that closet for fear of what that ghosunay do to us. We do 
not have to do this alone. Our will and our life are now in the bands of our 
Higher Power. 

Writing a lhorough and honest inventory seemed impos•ible. It was. as 
long· as we wete operatillg under our own po\Ver. We take a few qlliet 
moments before writing and ask for the stret1gth to be fearless and 
thorough. 
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In Step Four, we begin to get in touch witb ourselves. We write about 
our liabilities such ~ guilt, shame, remorse, self-pity, resenunent, anger, 
depression. . frustration, confusion, loneliness, anxiety, betrayal, 
hopelessness, failure, fear and denial. 

We write on . paper \Vb.at is bodtering us here and now. We have a 
tendency to think Iiegatively. so putting it on paper giV'es us a Chance to 
look more p<>sitively at what is happening, · 

Assets. must also be considered if we arc to get an accurate alid complete 
picture of ourselves. This is very difficult for m05t Of us because it is hard 
for us to accept that we have good qualities. However, we all have assets, 
many of them newly found in the Program, such as being clean. open
mi~. God-awar~, honesty with others, acceptanCC, positive 
action, sharing, willingnes8, courage, faith, caring, gratitude, kindness and 
generosity. Also, our inventories usually include a lot of material on 
relationships. 

We review our put perfonnance and our present behavior to see what we 
want to keep and what we want to be rid of. No· one Is ft>rcing us to give 
up our misery. This step ha& the repotation of being difftcult; in reality, it 
is quhe simple. 

We Write our inventory fQ.r ourselves without considering with ~ we 
might share it. We work Step Four as if there were no Step Five. We can 
write alone or near other people; whateVer is more comfonable to the 
writer is fine. We can write as long or as short as needed. Someone with 
experme can help with· th.is. 'Ihe important thing is to write a moral 
inventory. If the 'W'Ord "morar bodters us. we may call it a 
positive/negative inventory. 

The way to write an. inventory is to write ~t Thinking · about an 
invenf9rY, . talking about it, theorizing about the hivenaory will not get it 
written/We sit down with a noreboolc, ask fur guidance, pick up our pen 
aixt start writing. Anything we think about is inventory material. When we 
realize how llU:le we have to lose. and hOw much ·we have 10 gain. we 
begin this step. . 

A basic rule ~f thumb is chat we can write too little, yet we can never 
write too much, The inventory will fit the individual. Perhaps this seems 
difftcult or painful. It may appear impossible. We may fear that being in 
touch with our feel~ will trigger an overwhelming chain reaction of pain 
and panic. We may feel tike avoiding an inventory because of a ,fear of 
failure. When we ignore our feelings tbe tension becomes too lilUc,b for us. 
11le fear ·of impending doom is so great it overrides our fear of failure. 

An inventory becomes a relief to do because the pain' of doing it is less 
than the pain of not doing it. We l~ that paip can be a motivating factor 
in recovery. Thus, facing it becomes unavoidable. Every topic of step 
meetings we attend seems w be QR the Fourth Step or doing a daily 
inventory. Through the inventory process, we are able to deal with all the 
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things that can build up. Th11 more we live our Program, the more God 
seems to position us to have things surface, so we can write about them· 
We begin enjoyi:bg our recovery because we have a way to reso!Ve the 
shame, guilt, or resentment.; 

We are also able to be rid of the stress trapped inside. Writing will lift 
the lid from our pressure cooker to see wheiher we want to serve it up, put 
the lid back on it, or throw it out, we rto longer have to stew in it. 

We sit down with paper and pen and ask tor our God's help in reveaiing 
the defects that are causing pain and suffering. We pray for the courage to 
be fearless and thorough so that this inventory may he!P us ro put our lives 
in order. When we pray and take action, it always goes better for us. 

We are not going to be perfect. If we were perfect, we would not be 
human. The important thing is that we do o1Jr best. We use the tools 
available to us, and we develop the abilil;Y ro survive our emotions. We do 
not want to lose any of what we have gained; we want to continue in the 
Program. It is our experience that no matter bow searcblng and thorough, 
no inventory is of any lasting effect unless it is promptly fOIJowed by an 
equally thorough Fifth Step. 

STEP FIVE 

•we admitted to God, ro ourselves, and to another human being the 
exact nature of our wrongs. • · 

The Fifth Step is the key «> freedom. It allows us to live clean in the 
here and now. Sharing the exact nature of our wrongs sets us free to live. 
After taking a thorough Foortb Step, we have to deal with what we have 
found in our inventor}'. We are told that if we keep these defects inside us, 
they will lead us back to using. Holding on to our pas! would eventllally 
sickeli lis and keep us from taking part in this new way of life. If we are 
riot boo!ist wherl we lake a Fifth Step,. we will have the same negative 
feSl!lill that dishonesty brought us in the past. ' 

Step Five suggests that we admit to Ood, ro ourselves, and to another 
lnnnan being the exact nature of our wrongs. We have looked at our 
\\'rongs, have seen patterns on paper, and have begun to see deeper aspects 
of our disease. Now we sit down with another person and share our 
1nvcnrory out loud. 

OUr Higher Power will be with us when we do this, and will help to free 
us from the fear of facing ourselves ilnd another lmman being. It seemed 
unnecessary to some or us to amnu me exact narure or our wrongs w our 
Higher Power. •God already knows that stuff", we rationaliz.ed. Although 
He already knows, the admission must come from our own lips to be truly 
effective. Step Five is not simply a reading of Step Four. 
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For years, we avoided seeing ourselves as we really were. We were 
ashamed of ourselv~ and felt isolated from the rest of the world. Now .that 
we have the shameful part of our past trapped. we can sweep it out of our 
lives· if we face and admit it. It would be tragic to have it all written down 
and then shove it in a drawer. These defects grow in the dark, and die in 
the light of expo5'1fe. 

Before coming to Narcotics Anonymous, we felt that no one could ever 
relate to us or· understand .the things we had done. We feared that if we 
ever revealed ourselves as we were, we would surely be rejected. Most 
addicts are uncomfortable about this .. We recognize that we have been 
unrealistic in feeling this way. Our fellow members do understand us. 

We must carefully chQOSe the personwbo is to bear our Fifth Step. We 
must make sure they know what we are doing aod why we are doing it. 
Although there is no. hard rule about whom we should choose, it is 
imponant that we trust the person. Only complete confidence in the 
person's integrity and discretion can.make us willing to be thorough in this 
step. Some. of us take our Fifth Step with a total stranger, although some 
of us feel more comfortable choosing a member of Narcotics Anonymous. 
We know that another addict would be less likely to judge us with malice 
or misunderstanding. 

Once we make up. our minds and are actually alone with the person we 
have chosen to accept our confidence, we proceed, with their 
encouragement. We want to be definite, honest and thorough, realizing that 
this is a life and death matter. 

Some of us have attempted to hide part of our past. and in doing so, have 
tried desperately to find easier ways of dealing with our inner feelings. We 
may lhink. that we have done enough by writing everything down, and this 
is a mistake we caooot afford. This step will expose our motives and our 
actions for what they really are. We cannot expect these things to reveal 
themselves. 

our embarrassment is eventually overcome and we can avoid future guilt. 
We do not procrastinate. We must be exact. We want to tell the simple 

ttuth, e1,1t and dried. as quickly as possible. There is always a danger that 
we will exaggerate our wrongs, and an equal danger that we will minimize 
or rationalize away our part in past situations. If we are anything like we 
were when we first enter.ed the N.A. fellowship, we still want to "sound 
good." 

Addicts tend to live secret lives. For many years, we covered low self 
esteem by hiding behind phony images that we hoped would fool people. 
Unfortunately, we ended up fooling O\Jrselves more than anyone. Although 
we often appeared attractive and confident on the out.side, we were really 
hUfing a"'~· ~re ~re<>n QD ~ insW.. Tho n:aaaka bavil! to s<>- W<:; 
share but inventory as it is written, skipping nothing. We continue to 
approach this step with honesty and thoro~ss until we finish. It is a 
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great relief to get rid of all avr secrets and to share the burden of our past. 
Usually, as we share this step, the llsrener will share some of his or her 

story too, and We will find out that the things about ourselves, that we 
thought were so awful or different were not all that unique. We see, by the 
acceptanee of our confidant, that we can.be accepted just the way we are. 

we may never be able to r~ all of out past mistakes. We do, 
however, give it our best and lllOSI COlllj>lele effort. We begin to experience 
real perso11al feelings of a spiritual liatlire. Whete Oll(:e we had spiritual 
theories, we now begin to awaken to spiritual reality. 1bis initial · 
examination of ourselves USUally reveals soine thblgs about us that We oon't 
particularly like. However, facing these things al1d bringing them out in the 
open makes it possible for us to deal \lllth them constructively. We cannot 
ma1'e these changes alone. We will need the help of Ood, as we understmd 
Him, and the fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. 

STEP SIX 

"We were entirely ready to have God reJtU:Jve aU these dejects of 
character.• 

Why ask for something that we are not ready for? This would be asking 
for trouble. So many times we addicts have SOllght the rewards of hard 
work witboiJt the labor. Willingness is what we strive for .in Step Six. How 
sincerely we work this step will be proportionate to oor desire for change. 

Do we really want to be rid of our resentments, our anger, our fear? 
Many of us cling to our fears, doubts, and self-loathing or hatred of 

others because there is a certain distorted security in familiar pain. It seems 
safer to hold on to what we know than to let go of it for the unknown. 

Letting go of character defects should be done decisively. We suffer 
because their demands weaken us. Where we were proud, we now. find that 
we cannot get away with arrogance. TIIOSC of us who are not bumble are 
humiliated; If we are greedy; we find that \\fe are 1-er satisfied. Where 
before we could get away with fear, anger, diSIK:inesty or self-pity, we now 
see where they c!Oud our ability w dlitik logically. SelflSbness becomes an 
intolerable, destructive chain lhat ties us to our bad habits. Our defects 
drain us of all our time and energy • 

. We examine lhe Fourth Step inventory and get a good look at what these 
defects are doing to our lives. We begin to long for freedom from these 
defects. We pray or otherwise become willing, ready and able to let God 
remove UleSC GeSO:UCUve u-alts. We nc;cd 1t pcr.sonnlity "'hong"' if w" """ .., 
stay clean. We want to change. 

We should approach old defects with an open mind. We are aware of 
them and yet we still make the same mistakes and are unable to break the 
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bad habits. We look to the fellowship for the kind of life we want for 
ourselves. We ask our friends, "Did you let go?" Almost without exception 
the answer is, "Yes, tO the best of our ability". When we see hOw our 
defects exist in our lives and aecept them, we can let go of them and get 
on with our new life. We learn that we are growing when we make ·:new 
mislakes instead of repeating old Ones. 

When. we are ~ Step Six, it is important to remember that we are 
human and sho.ukl ~ place uore3listic ~ on ounelves. This ls 
a saq,· of willingnesS. That ~ the si}iritual priocipl~ of Stq>°Six. It is as if 
to .sa)' that we are row willing to move in a spirituaJ direction. ~ 
human 'we will. of course, wander. 

Rebellion is a character de{eci that spoils ui here. We need not lose faith 
whel) we become rebellious. 'the indifference or intolerance that rebellion 
can bring out in Us has to be . overColile by perslslellt. etTon. We keep 
as.kiJw for willingness. We may be domc1ul still that GOO Will 5ee fk 
to relieve us or that something will go wroog. We ask aoodler member 
who says, "You're right where you're supposed to be". We renew our 
readiness to have our dekcts remo.ved. We surrender to the simple 
suggestions that the Program offers us. Bveo though we are not entirely 
ready, we are beaded in that directioD. · 

Evenrually fakh, humility and acceptance replace pride and rebellion. We 
come to know ourselves. We find ourselves growing into a mature 
consciousness. We be&in to feel better as 'willingness grows into hope for 
relief. Perhaps for the first time. we see a vision of our new life. With this 
in sigbr, we put our will~ into action by moving on to Step Seven. 

STEP SEVEN 

"We humbly'aJked Him to remove our ahoncomlngs.,. 

Having decided we want God, as we understand Him, to relieve us of the 
uselcsa or desttuctive aspectS of our personalities, we have arrived at Che 
Sevemb Step. We couldn't handle the ordeal of life all by ourselves. It 
wasn't until we made a real 111CM of oUr lives that we realized we couldn't 
do it alone. By adnµUlng this, we achieved a glimple of bumility. This D 
the main iogrecJ.iera of Step Seven. Humility baa a lot to do with geuing 
honest with ourselves, wb1ch is somerhing we have practiced ·rrom Step 
One. We accepted our addiction. and powerlessness. We found a strength 
beyond ourselves and learned to rely-on it . . We. examined our lives and 
discovered who we really are. To be truly humble iS to accept and honestly 
try IO be who we are. None of us are perfcctly good or perfectly~- We 

· are people wbo have assets and liabilities and most important of all, we are 
human. 
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Humility is as much a part pf staying clean as food and water are to 
staying alive. As our addiction progressed, we devoted our energy toward 
satisfying our material desires. All other needs were beyond our reach. We 
always wanted gratification of our basic desires. 

Character defects are those things which cause pain and misery all of our 
lives. If they really contributed to our health and happiness, we would not 
have come to such a state of desperation. We had to become ready to have 
God remove these defects. 

The Seventh Step is an action step, and it is time to ask God for help and 
relief. We have to understand that our way of thinking is not the only way: 
other people can give us direction. When someone points out a 
shortcoming, our first reaction may be one of defensiveness. We must 
realize that we are not perfect. There will always be room for growth. If 
we truly want to be free, we will take a good look at what is pointed out 
to us. If the shortcomings we discover are real and we have a chance to be 
rid of them, we will surely experience a sense of well-being. 

Some will want to get on their knees for this step. Some will be very 
quiet, and others will put forth a great emotional effort to show intense 
willingness. The word hllllible applies because we approach this Power 
greater than ourselves to ask for the freedom to live without the limitations 
of our past ways. Many of us are willing to do it without reservations, on 
pure blind faith, because we are sick of what we have been doing and how 
we are feeling. Whatever works, we go all the way. 

This is our road to spiritual growth. We change every day to gradually, 
carefully and simply pull ourselves out of the isolation and loneliness of 
addiction into the mainstream of life. This comes not from wishing, but 
from action and prayer. The main objective of Step Seven is to get out of 
ourselves and strive for achieving the will of our Higher Power. 

If we are careless and fail to grasp the spiritual meaning of this step, we 
may have difficulties and stir up old troubles. One danger is in being too 
hard on ourselves. 

Sharing with other addicts in recovery helps us to not become morbidly 
serious about ourselves. Accepting the defects of others can help us become 
humble enough to be relieved of our own defects. God often works through 
those who care enough about our recovery to help make us aware of our 
shortcomings. 

We have noticed that humility plays a big part in this Program and our 
new way of life. We take our inventory; we become ready to let God 
remove our defects of character; we humbly ask Him to remove our 
shortcomings. This is our road to spiritual JZrowth and we will want to 
continue. We are ready for Step Eight. 
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STEP EIGHT 

"We made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing 
to make amends to them all.• 

This step is the test of our new-found humility. Our purpose is to achieve 
freedom from the guilt we have carried so far, so that we can look the 
world in the eye with neither aggressiveness nor fear. 

Are we willing to make a list to clear away the fear and guilt that our 
past holds for us? Our experience tells us that we must become willing 
before this step will have any effect. 

The Eighth Step is not easy; it demands a new kind of honesty about our 
relations with other people. lbe Eighth Step starts the procedure of 
forgiving others and possibly being forgiven by them, forgiving ourselves, 
and learning how to live in the world. By the time we reach this step, we 
have become ready to understand rather than to be understood. We can live 
and let live easier when we know the areas in which we owe amends. It 
seems hard now, but once we have done it, we will wonder why we did 
not do it long ago. 

We need some real honesty before we can make an accurate list. In 
preparing to make the Eighth Step list, it is helpful to define harm. One 
definition of harm is physical or mental damage. Another definition of 
harm is inflicting pain, suffering or loss. The damage may be caused by 
something that is said, done or left undone, and the harm resulting from 
these words or actions may be either intentional or unintentional. The 
degree of harm can range from making someone feel mentally 
uncomfortable to inflicting bodily injury or even death. 

A problem many of us have with the Eighth Step and the admission of 
the harm is the belief that we were victims, not victimizers, in our 
addiction. Avoiding this rationalization is crucial to the Eighth Step. We 
must separate what was done to us from what we did. We cut away all our 
justifications and all our ideas of being a victim. We often feel that we only 
harmed ourselves, yet we usually list ourselves last, if at all. This step is 
doing the leg work to repair the wreckage of our lives. 

It will not make us better people to judge the faults of another. It will 
make us feel better to clean up our lives by relieving ourselves of guilt. By 
writing our list, we can no longer deny that we did harm. We admit that 
we hurt others, directly or indirectly, through some action, lie, broken 
promise, neglect or whatever. 

We make our list, or take it from our Fourth Step, and add any 
additional people we can think of. We face this list honestly, and openly 
examine our faults «J tha.1: UJe can become willing to malce :nnend~-

We 'may not know who it was we wronged. Just about anyone we came 
in contact with risked being harmed. Many members mention their parents, 

' 
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STEP NINE 

"We made dir«t ~ 10_· .DICA ~:'Wherevu po.uible. actpt 
~ to do m WOll/d brjlln them or othera. " 

This step ~Id not bC avoided. ·If we dO, we are reserving a place in 
our fro&ram fOr relai>&C. Pride, fear and procrastination often seem· an 
~ible b~rrier; they stand in the way of progress and gr9wth: The 
important thing' Js to tate ·action· aoo be ~ to accept the reactiom or 
uiose F.5()1)5 ~ nave twmccl. we md.:C amenas ao me l>C8I. or our aDlllly. 

timin& is an ~ part of this step. We should ~ amends when 
the first opponunity p'resents itself. · except when to do s0 will cause more 
harm. Sometimes we canoot actually make dJe amends; it is neither 
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possible nor practical. In some cases. amcncb may be beyond 0\11' means. 
We have.round that willingneSs can serve in the place of actkni where we 
are unable to contact the person we have harmed. However, we. should 
mer fail tO coli:act anyone ·because of embarrassment. fe1$1' or 
procrastination. · 

We want' to be free of oUi" guilt, bot we don't wish to (lo- so. at the 
~nse of anyone else. We might run the risk of. involviog a third~~ 
or some· companion from our using days who does not wish to be expOsed.. 
W~ do ~ have the right or the need to· endanger anocber ~· Jt is 
often~ to take guidance from odlers·in"these ~. .· · _ 
We~ tutniug our legal probJems ·~r:,to:~wym and our 
~ial of ~;cat-~ toprofeU~s. ~PQ~ bo-.y:~live 
JS not to take on prOblems··and respoml>ilwes that we are 11Qt,.equ1pped tp 
deal with~ · · ·' . · 

In ~·okf~latlOOShtps,· an Ulll'e80lved confllcc may stpi ~. \Ye.do 
our part ro resolve Old CODflicts by mating our. ame~. w~ want to step 
away ftoll1 further antagon1s.1ns and ongoing.resenunen~~ IIfm.a,ny ~ 
we can only go to ~e -pCr&on and humbly ask for :w:iderstaDJing <>f.pa8t 
wtoPllS· SolllCtitnes this wlll be a joyoua occasion.when som.e o1d frieiid or 
retatiye proves velj Willing tO let go· Of. their .bitterness. To go to someone 
w110· is. hurting from the bUtn of our misdeeds.~ be dlulJerous. _ Jajket.-i 
~uds may be necessary-Where direct ones W9Ukf be unsafe or end,anger 
other people.· We can only make our amends tot.be best of OUl' ability~ We
tty to reµiember that When we make amends, we are doing _it for ourselves. 
Instead of feeling gUilty and remorsefuJ~ we ·reel·relieve,d .llbout o1lr ~t. 

We accept that it~ our actiQns that caused our negative attitude. Step 
Nine ~!pa· Us With oili' guilt alid. others with their. anger. SoipeUmes, tile 
only an1enc.t we can mm bl to stay clean ourselves. we o_we lt t0 ourselves 
and loved ones. We are no longer mating· a mess in society as a ;result of 
our u3ing. The only .way we can maJre am.ea to. some Of the -people we 
have harmed is to~ to~. Now. we are helping ourselves and 
other addicts achieve cleanliness. 'Ibis is a tremendous amend to the whole 
community. 

In the process or oµr _recovery we. were restored. co sanity and part of 
sanity b effecdvely relating to odlers. We less .@en v~ people as a threat 
to ow: security. Real secur.lty will replace the .PhySical ache and mental 
corifuslon we -have experienced in the past~ We ~~ those we have 
harmed ·with. humility and. patience. Many· of. Our siOOete \!Vdl-WiShers 
would be reluctant to accept our recovery as .real. We rnQ.,t l'enlember dte 
pain they have known. Iu time many mirack:s will occw:. Man.y·orns-that 
were separate<i from our families succeed in.establishmg relatiomb.ipS with 
them .. Eventually it becomes easier for them t.O .ac::cept the change in us. 
Clean J:hne i;:peab fur its.elf_ P~ieoce IA :ain. i-~ -~of our reeover:,-. 
The .Unconditional IQVe we experience will rejuveriate oor will co live, and 
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each positive move on o~ part will be matched by an unexpected 
opportunity. A lot of coorage and faith goes into making an amend,: and a 
lot Of spiritual growth results. . . i 

We are achieving freedom from the wreclcage of our past. We will want 
to keep our "house in order" by practiciilg a coritinuous personal inventory 
in Step Ten. · 

STEP TEN 

"We continued 10 tab personal inventory, and when we were wrong 
promptly Odmitted. it. " 

The Tenth Step frees us from the wreckage of our present. If we do not 
stay aware of our defects, they can drive us into a corner that we can't get 
out of clean. 

One of ~ first things we learn in Narcotics Anonymous is. that if we 
use. we Jose. By .the same token, we won't experience as much pain if we 
can avoid the things that cause us .pain. Continuing to take a personal 
inventozy means that we form a habit of looking.at ourselves, our actions, 
our attitudes and oor reJationships on a regular basis. 

We are ctearures of habit and are vulnerable to our old ways of thinkiog 
and reacting. At times it seems easier to continue in the old rut of self
destruction ram.er than to attempt a new and seemingly dangerous route. 
We don't have to be trapped by our old pattern&. Today we have a choice. 

The Tenth Step can do this for us; it can help us correct our living 
problems and prevent their recurrence. We examine our actions during the 
day. Some of us write about o,ur. fcelings. explaQ>ing how we feh and what 
pan we might have played in any problems Wh1ch OCCUITed. Did we cause 
someOlle hann? . Do we .need to admit dJ,at we were wrong? If we find 
difficulties, we·lnake a1fe(t0n to·titt.e care-of them. When these 1hings are 
left undone, they ·have a ·wa}iof f~fug. 

Tuig. step~ be a ®feilSe against~ old ~. We can ask ourselves 
if we ~ ~ d,rawn into old patterns of qer. reseJIJµent or fear. Do 
~ ~ .. ~? Are ·we •Setting ·~ves up" for. ~e? Are we ~ 
hungfy~ ·angry; 1Qnely ottired? Are We ~.ourselves too seririusly? .Are 
we judging our ins'idtjS· f>Y· the outside appeatai)CeS of others? Do we suffer · 
from SQm.e·'j>hysical pr0(>1em? The·apswers to questiom like these can help 
us tO deaf with the difficulties of the moment. We no longer have to live 
with tlle. feel~ of a "hole in the gut". J:i.. lot of. om: chief 'jOncerru: ruuJ 
major difficulties come from our inexperrence with ltvb>g without drugs. 
Often when we ask an "oldtimer" what to do we are amazed at the 
simplicity' of the answer. 

The Tenth Step can be a pressure relief valve. We work this step while 
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-the day's ups ruld downs are still fresh in our minds. We Jillt what we have 
done and try not to rationalize our aeticins. · Th,iS may be _done in writing at 
the end of the day. The first thing we do is stop! Then we take the time to 
allow ourselves the privilege of thinking. We examine our actions, our 
reactions, and our motives. We often find that we've been "doing" better 
than we've been "feeling", This allows us to find out where we have gone 
wrong and admit fault before things get any worse. We need to avoid 
rationalizing. We promptly admit our faults, not explain them. 

We work this step continuously. This is a prevention, and the more we 
do it, the less we will need, the corrective part of this step. This is really 
a great tooL It gives us a way of avoiding grief before we bring it on 
ourselves. We monitor our feelings, our emotions, our faotaSies, and our 
actions. By constantly looking at these things we may be able to avoid 
repeating the actions that make us feel bad. 

We need this step even when we're feeling good and things are going 
well. Good feelings are new to us and we need to nurture them. In times 
of trouble we can try the things that worked before. We have the right not 
to feel miserable. we have a choice. The goodilines·can also be a trap; the 
danger is !hat we may forget that our first priority is staying clean. For us, 
recovery is more than just pleasiire. 

We need to keep in mind that everyone makes mistakes. We will never 
be perfect. However, we can accept this fact by using Step Ten. By 
continuing a personal inventory we are set free, in the here and now, from 
ourselves and the past We no longer are forced to justify our existence. 
This step allows us ro be ourselves. 

STEP ELEVEN 

"We sought through prayer <Jnd meditation "1· impruve our conscious 
contact with God as we understood Him, prayilig only for knowledge 
qf His will for us and the power to carry that out. • 

The fh:st ten steps have set the stage for us to improve o.ur conscious 
contact with the God of our underslliII\ling. They give us the foundation to 
achieve our long-sought positive goals. Having entered into this phase of 
our spiritual program through practicing our previous ten steps, lllOSt of us 
find that we can welcome the exercise of prayer ruld meditation. We have 
found that our spiritual corldition is !he basis for a successful recovery that 
offers unlimited growth. 

Many of us really begin to appreciate the fact that we have been clean for 
awhile when we get to the Eleventh Step_ In the Eleventh Step. the life 
we've been practicing begins to take on a deeper meaning. By the 
surrender of our control, we gain a far greatj'f power. 
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The namre of our belief will deiennine the manner of our prayers and 
meditations. We need only to tlialre sure we have a system. of belief which 
works to provide for out. needs. ReSUlts count in recov~. As has been 
noted elsewhere, our prayers seemed to work as Soon as we enteied the 
Pr~ani of Narcotics Anollyfllous :and surrendered to our disease. The 
CO~ioiis contact describedrin thiS Step'iS the direct result.iof living.these 

. steps. We use this step to improve and .maintain our spiritual cond~ion. 
When we first came into the. Program, we ·reeeived help from some 

Power greater•diani ourselves. This was set in motion.by our surrendering 
to the Prognm. ·The ·piltpoSe of the Eleventh Step is to increase our 
awareness of· that Power and to improve our ability to use it as a source of 
strength in our new lives. · ·• 

The more we improve our. conscious contact with our God through 
prayer and meditation, the· easier it.is to say,. ·"Your will, not mine, be 
done". We can .ask for G<xl<'s.help whe1nve.need it.and our lives get 
better. The experiences·some peopleJalk ~tin regard to meditation no 
more apply to us than ·oo·: their individual religious,.!Jeliefs. Ollfs is a 
spiritual; rtOt religWus, ptogra1m BY the;.tilne.we.get to~ Eleventh SteP. 
the factoFS'that coold•cause'f)i;oblen1$,have usually been.deal1:.wilb by the 
actions·we"bave taken;in.the.prett4ing,su:ps. Dur ~longings and 
images oflhe•kind·of'peaple we:woukl Jike;w.be.are bnt fleeting.gl4upses 
of God's will< for us; ()ften our outlooks are so limited we· can only see our 
immediate Wants and ilecds. 

It is easy to slip back Into our old ways. We have to learn.to maintain 
our·new·IiVes 0n a•.spiritnally•sourui·Alasis to insure our colllinued gi:owth 
and·rel!oVeryv God>Will'not forl!e1ffiS·~11on,us, but.we .yill receive 
it if we ask:·We·usualty:feet~4iffereneeJlll .. lhe:time·and'.sel!·the change 
in .OW\ livesJaier. :Wbenowe ·tbially g'et·.our own selfish ,motives out.of the 
way, \\'ebegin•10:.finda>peace·we:11eVer imagined. Enforced morality. l~J<s 
the poWei':'that comes tt> ·us when .we'~ to Jive a spiritually-oriented 
life. Most:df us plia9' when :we"aitll' huttjQg., We learn that If we pray 
regularly we w6n't.be buttin1r.as.often, or· as.intensely.· 

Outside of Narcotics Anonymous, lhere are any munber of different 
groups •practicing meditation, but nearly ·al) of them are connected \,Vilh a 
particular religion or philosophy. An endorsement of any one of these 
methods ~d be a violation of our Traditions, and .a restriction on 
indMduats~ fr~m tO:have.,a,'GQd of their own under~. Meditati!ln 
allows •US to deVeJap. Spiritually itl our own. way, Some of lhe thingiphat. 
didn't work for us before mig'1!11 wor1'; today. We take a fresh look el\Ch .day 
with an open ·min<t We now know that if we pray to .d«:l God's \Y,ill, we 
Will·receil!e Wllat lS really ·l:Je~t,fM·.U3, regardlooo.<>f wha< w ... tbink, Thi< 
knowledge.isibased on,our belief.and cxpe~nce as.recovering.addicts. 

Prayer is communicating our concerns tp;,a P~r.gf.~ lhan ourselves. 
Sometimes when we pray,, a remar)!:able thing happens; we find the means, , 
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·the ways and the energies:to perform•task& far beyoml ®I' «;;1paci~. We 
gr~:" timltleSS' strength 'PFm:idect fur"us ~gh-OUr daily prayer and 
su .. et so long as we. keep faith anll.r.ene.w it.. . .,. . . . 

For sum.eq1rayer is as!WJgifor Godlsilielp;.~meditation:.isl~f9r 
Goctes··'allSwer. We .'learn·to· be;caEefut:of::praylng·ifut ~iflc things .. : We 
pray that Gochvill.stiow·,us: Hls:will· andithat:He will llc!olp: us,cmy that QUt. 
In som1fcases He inakeS'iHi/I will•:SO<obvious to us .tb;lt;M have l!Ule 
diffirulty seemg•it. ·fit others,. our-egos ar1M1i> self~:that:we·woo't 
accept GOO'!> will fur us Without anothet:struggle.~, s\!IB114er. (f ~ pray 
for God to remove any disiracting influences, .the quality of our prayers 
usually improves and we feel the difference. Prayer take$ practi!:e .l!lld it 
may be weU ro remilid·ourselves tb;lt .skilled people ,wei:e not bol'Jl with 
their slCills. It toolt lots of effort on their pilllHo,,;deveiop them. TIJrQµgh 
prayer we seek consclous:contact·With QUr God. In meditation we achieve 
this cemact and the·Eleventh Step b.elpsq1s to maintain it. 

We may nave been exposed . to •ind pracliced many religiOllS and 
meditative disciplines before coming to Narcotic&;~1i;•mpus. Some.of us 
were devastated and completely cont\Jsed.,by these praCtic!es, and .we. were 
sure that it was God's will .for .us to use ·drugs to re;wh "higher 
consciousness·. Mally' of us·t'ind oursel?VC!S in very s!J.:<!nge st,ates ·as· a result 
of these practices. We· never suspectiid tb.e damaging effilcts of our 
addiction as the. root of the difficulty and pursued ro. the em! whatever path. 
offered hope. 

In quiet moinents of meditation, Clod's will can becoJDe, evident to us. 
Quieting the mind· through meditatio.n :brings. an inner peace· which ,bt1ngs 
us inro contllct with the God'within.,Nbasicrpreliiise of,meditation is.that 
it is difflCult, if not ilil,l)ossible; to obtain ®nsdious contact unless· our mind 
is still. The· usual; never-ending 'succession· of thoughts .has to. .cease for 
progress to be made. So our preliminary practice is aimed at :stilling the 
mind, and letting 1he thoughts that arise die a natural' death. We leave our 
thoughts behind, as the meditation part of the Eleventh Step becomes a 
reality for us. 

Emotional balance is one of tb.e first results of meditation, aod our 
experie0£il bears this out. 

Some of us have come into tb.e Program broken, and hung around for 
awhile, only to find God or salvation in one kind of religious. cult or 
another. It is easy to float back oUt 1he door ;Oft a• cloud' of religious zeal 
and forget we are addicts with an incurable disease. 

It is s~id that for meditation to be of value, lhe results must show in our 
daily lives, aod this is implicit in-the Eleventh Step;• ... His will for us and 
the power to carry it out". For 'those of us· who do not pray, meditation is 
our only way of work:inJ;r this. step. 

We f'md ourselves praying because it brings us peace and restores ·our 
confidence and courage. It helps us to Jive a, life free of fear and distrust. 
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When we remove our own selfish motives and pray for guidance, we find 
feelings of peace and serenity' that we never knew before. We begin to 
exjletience an awareness and an empathy with other people that was not 
possible ·before. · 

As we seek: our personal coocact with God, we begin to open up like a 
flower in the sun. ·we begin4o see that God's love has been here all the 
time, just· w:l.ilirig for us 1ff a£Cept it. We can put in the footwork and 
accept wliat!s being frecly given tolls on a daily basis. We fmd relying on 
God becomes more~mfortable for 11S. 

When >we first come til the Program, we usually express a lot of things 
which seem to be importiint wants and needs. As we grow spiritually and 
find out about a Power greater than ourselves, we begin to realize'tbat as 
long as our spiritual needs are truly met, our living problems are reduced 
to a point of tomfaft. When we forget where our real• strength lies, we 
quickly become subject to the Same patterns of thinking and action that got 
us to the Program in the first place. We eveotually redefine our beliefs and 
understanding to the point where we see that our greatest need is for 
knowledge of God's will for us 'and the streQgtlt to carry that out. We are 
able to Set aside some of our personal preference, if necessary, to do this 
because we. learn that God's . .will £OnSists of the very things we care most 
about. God's. will fur 1IS becomes our. own true will fur ourselves. This 
happens in an intuitive manner which cannot be adequately explained in· 
words. 

We become willing to let other people be what they are without having 
to pass judgment on them. The urgency to take care of things i/m't there 
anymore. We couldn't comprehend acceptance in the beginning-now we 
can. 

We know thaovhate\'.C{ the day brings, God has given us everything we 
need for our spiritual well~., h is all right for us to admit 
powerlessness OOc;wse God is powerful enough to help 1IS stay clean and 
eajoy spiritual~· God is helpjng,11&get our houseJn order. 

We begin to see more and J!IOre clearly ..Wat is happening, and through 
constant cont.act· witir·our Hilmer Powel'.; the answers we are looking for 
come to us and we gain ~;,allili9' to do, what we onee could not. We 
respect the belief$ of -OthliJ:.s. We, enoourage you to seek strength and 
guklaUce according;!(> YPur .IJelief, . . 

We aredwtkful.forthis:$tep,~. we begp! tog~ what is,best for us. 
The way weJiave sometinies pt:;1,yed.for QUI" ~.q(!engot.us intO the tr;qi 
of having to live with them once we. gflt m,~m. We, ~d p~ay and get 
sometbjng, :then. bave 1to pray. for Its,~ because. we oouldn?t handle 
it. . . .· ' . . .. 

Hopetuny, havin8 I~ th<;; powor of l?'">""". ;md .the "9efl"'""'bit;cy 
pray1:r brings with it, we can .use the Eleventh Step as a guideline for our 
daily Progr;un. 
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We begin to pray only for God's will for us. This way .we l\fe getllng 
only what we. are capable of handling. We are able to responll, to.it and 
handle it because God helps us prepare for it. Some of us simply use our 
words to give:tllanb for God's. grace. · : 

In an attitude of summderand humilhy,·weJlllll)iOllCb-.tbia:step,agll;inand 
again to receive the gift of knowledge. 3ll!d sttenjth from the:~ of our 
understanding. The Tenth Step clears the .errors ·of the present so. we JllllY 
work this step. Without this step, it Is l!Dlikely that we coold ever 
experience a spiritual awakening, be able to practice spiritual~ in 
our lives, or carry a sufficient mess~ to amaet others to RCQVel.}'. There 
is a spiritual prim:iple . of. giving away . what we nave. been given In 
Narcotics Anonymous in.order to keep it. By helping others to stay clean, 
we en.joy the benefit of the spiritoal wealth :we llaVe found •. We must give 
freely and gratefully that which has bee:l1 freely and gratefully. given to us. 

STEP TWELVE 

"Having had a spiritllal awakening as a result of these steps, ·we tried 
to carry this message to addicts, alld to practice these principles in all 
OUT q/fairS. " 

We came to Narcotics Anonymous as the end result of the wreckage of 
our past. The last thing we ellpllCled was an awalg:Bing of the spirit We 
just wallled ID SlOp burtfug. 

The stepS lead to an awakening of a spiritual nature. 1bis awatening 
within is evidenced by ~e in O\ir 11ives. This ehaoge makes us better 
able to live by spirit1!lll prillClples and to carry OU1' message of recovery 
and hope to the addict who still suft'ers. The message, however, is 
meaningless unless we live it. As Wit live it; oor lives and actions give It 
more lllC'llning than our words and Jltctature 11'/er could. 

The idea of a spiritual awallening takes many ditTerent furms in the 
different personalliies we find In the felloWship. However. all spirilual 
awakenings have some things. in common. Among them are an end. to 
loneliness and a sense of direction in out lives. Many of us believe a 
spiritual awakening is meaningless unleSs accOmpanied by an increase in 
peace of mind and cow;em for others. In order to maiBlaln peace of mind, 
we strive to live in the here· and now. · 

Th05e of us who have made the effort to work these steps to the. best of 
our ability received many benefits. We believe that these benefits are a 
direCI result of living this Program. · 

'When ·Wlf!'! t'in.t hegin -to enjti.y .rel~f" flrmn_ <mr Addiction~ we run the risk 
of assuming control of our lives again. We forget the agony and pain we 
have known. Our disease controlled all our lives when we were using. It • 
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is ready and waiting to.take OVfS_agaln. We quickly forget that all our past 
efforts at COllll'Olllng our live&· failed. . . 

By 1hls time most Of ui have Cl>Dle to realize that the only way we can 
keep what was given to us Is bY SharilJg this new gift of life with the still
sufl'erillg ad!lict. 'Ibis· is our best msur~ agaii!st· relapse to. the tol'llll'OUS 
exiStetJce of using. We elll1 it c:anYlti8 the message and we do it in a 
llUIDIJer of ways, ' 

In the Twelfth Step, we practice the spiritual principles of giviilg the 
N .A. message of recovery in order to keep it. Even a member with one 
day in the N.A. fellowshiPcain:arry the mer9 lhlltthii Progtam·works. 

Wheil we share With somedne new, we may ask: to be uae1his a spirimal 
insttumeot of our Higher Power, we don't set ourselves up as gtids. We 
often ask for ·the help of anocber recovering addict when sbariog with a 
new pei'son. It i& a privilege lb respond to a ery for help. We who have 
~. in die pits of dilspairt'elil fOnuDare to help Olhcrs find recovery. 

We help llew peopte'lillfllotite'~ of Natcodos. AnOnymOus. We 
try IO llWt. lheln tQ;t·· wekxldli: alfd help diem leant wlillHhe Program blis 
to offer. We· .. sbar8 OOr ~ •. Sli'eagd:i· and• hope· and·When possible 
accompany them to a fl!'i'ledilg. 

1he selfless sei-vice·of"this work Is the very principle of Step Twelve. 
We received our recovery ftom the God of our uoderstandlng, so we now 
make OurselVes available as His'.tooho share rec:QVerY with those who seek 
it. Molt·of·us'teamm timeifbat we can' only cariy our meu-10 someone 
whOis Ukiiigfor belp. Solntldmes die only masagi:11eCCSsary•tomake the 
suffetilig addict reach out Is the power of example. An addict may be 
sufferiDa but unwilling .U:ask forlielp. We can maJre oUi'selves available 
ro. these people,. •so. that when Ibey ask, someone wllHie there; 

Leamiiig ·ate art' 6f ~ others Wilen it is appropriate i& a benefit of 
the. N.A. ·~ RelDartably', the Twelve Stepli guide us from 
humllialionandltlliSPairiO a·1muifWlierefu.we may act a5iostrumeolsof our 
Higher Power. We are given the ability to help a fellow addkt when no 
one else can:·wec see;Jt lla}IPelling among vs every day. This 'miraculous 
turn300ut Is eViilelli:e •cof:spiitual awateiliog. We share •ftoln our own . 
persouat·~ What it bliltbeelltike for us. The temr"illiooto give 
advice is·great, bllt when We.do so we lose the respect of .newcoiners; This 
clouds our message. A simple, honest message of recovery from addietion 
rings true. 

We attend meetiDgs and make ourselves visible and available to serve·the 
fellowship. We give freely and gratefully of our time, service, and what we 
havefuundbeff;.!The'~WCSspea).ofin.Nan:oticsAnonymousiS.the 
primary purpose of our groups. ~' Wol'k1s<earrying the me&uge to 
the lMldlct who otill ..-.,~ The more eagerly we wade in and work, the 
richer our spiritual awakening will be. 

1he first way in wl!icb we carry the message speaks for irself. People see 
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us on the S:Ueet and remember us as ~~; . ~~ IQDCrs . . They 
~the f~ l~~ving_ ourc:faC.es., They-... ~ .. gr~~~ty· .~ .~ye, 
Once~ find .t,be N.~ "!~Y:. ~ ~ ~mpl~~.h~"~ ~,~ 

in ·.outt new-life. By: .~jng, _cp,,\v~.;~~Ho .~ ~ $pJdrual 
prinaipla as ·_}lope, surrender.,,~. ;~ .. ''~· 
willingness; faith, tolerance, patience;blnnility, uncooditioDal:Jovc, ~ 
an(tcar.ing. As our . ..r~ery_pr~. ~ µJ,Uch.ever.y ~of our lives 
because we •l.y p:y to lJve lhis..:P~ in tl)c here aµd now. 

We find ~~ joy as we start . to ~'.·how . to .live by the 
pr~iples.ofr~ery; ·Jt is the:joy Qf wat,ehing-a ~n twQ days clean 
say t.O a person W,ith .one day clean, ~ An.add.f.ct. alooe· is .in bad company". 
It is the joy of .watching a pers.on ~· wu a:e.ny ~ggling to make it, 
suddenly; ·in the middle of ~log :~r a,dd~:to. s~ clean. beoome 
able to find the ·words they. need to $;lY .~.ftqm. within .. · . . 

We reel--liV,f$ ~,become.~~ .. ~ .refreshed, we are 
glad to .be ·'3livc • . Wb.en ~. wt liv~ -~ an ex~s· in 5'Jrvival. 
Now we are·doing·much ~e lhiµJg Ulan·~._ ~~_ing tbe·boetom 
line is staying clean. we can enjoy it. We ~·~ clean. and enjoy 
hclpiog .to carry the JJJC&'Mge of recovery to the· a4dict Who ~ auftb-5. 
Going to meetings .. ~, Works. : 

PJ:acticing si>iritUal prit\Cipl.cs in_.our dai4' JiV~ 1~ _'us to a ~w image 
of out$elVCSi .ij:onr;sty. humility and .• n-~. ~Ip U;l ia treat our · 
associates. fairly~ Our decisions become tempered with tolerance. We-learn 
to respect ourselves. . 

The lessons we learn in our recovery are so~.~ ~ painful. 
By helping others we,fu\d ~. rewar:d 9f ~-r,¢s~,IS ·we ~.able-JO share 
these. lessons with· other ~~rs ·of -N~C8·~PYJOO~. We, caDPOt. 
deny other addicts their plin, but we.can. cany. the D1C$.f)g.«M>f.hope that 
was.given to us ~y .ow:-·fellow addlcis 1n,~~cy. We ~·~:Pr~JP.l~ . 
of recovery as· they .. have .worked in our lives. i()o4.bplps us·as we~ each 
other. Life takes on a new meaniilgj a~ .i9Y .• • a quality.of be~· ml. 
feeling wonhwbile. We become spiritualb' refteshed and·. are glad. to be 
alive. One . aspect of our spb:itual awakening co~ ~ the new 
uoderstaqding of our Higher Power that we develop by sharing another 
addic ' ... . t s recovery. , · . · . · · ··. 

Yes. we are a vision of hope. We are examples of.the Program working. 
The joy we have in living clean is an attraction to the addict who still. 
suffers. · . 

We do recover to live clean and happy lives. Welcome to N .A. 'The steps 
do ~~·here; they are a new~. 
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Chapter Five 

WHAT CAN I DO? 

Begin your own prqgram by 'taking St.ep One from the previous chapter, 
"How It Worb •: 'When we·fullY concede to our iimennost selves that we 
are powerless over our addiciidn, we have taken a big step in our recovery. 
Many of us have had· some resefvations at ·this point. so g_ive yourself a · 
break and be aJ thorough-as possible fri>m the start. Go on· 10 Step Two, 
and so forth, and as you go on you wiU ·come to an urukrstanding of the 
program for yountlf. If y"ou are ·in an institution <f any kind and have 
stopped using for the present, -you.can With a clear mind try this ~ <f 
life. · 

Vpon release. contimu your dally program and contact a member of 
N.A.: Do tJiis by mail, by phone, iJr in perscn. B¢er ·yet, come to our 
meetings. Here you will find an.rwers to some of the tbing1 that may be 
distJa'Plng you rio:w; . -. . 
If yo~· <ii;e not iii an lfli#tudon, ihe same holds true. Stop using for tOday. 

Most Of U$ can "do fo; eight <)T iwe/Ve hours what seems impossible for a - .. 
longer period pf time. If the obsaston or cornpu/Sion becomes too great, 
pui yQurielf .. o'n a fl.ve initiute baSis_ of nor using. Mi"nutes ·will grow w 
hows, tiM,_lwl"S ro days, so·you llill break t~e /1IWil alid gain smne peace 
of mind. 17te real rnJtacle happms w/Wa. you realit.e that the need for dru8$ 
hos in some MG} been tiftedtrom you. You have· stopped using and stanea· 
to live. · 

Tbe first step to recovery is to stop usW&: We cannot.expect the Program 
to .. work fQr us if our m~s-and bodies ar~ stilt clou(led by drugs. We can 
do this anywhere, even in .prison or an institution. We do it anyway we 
can, cold turkey~ in ·~· ~ex, jQSt .~lo~ as ~ get clean. 

Developi,ng 1he~.ncept Qf GOO-as we understand Him: ~ a p.r~je<:t we can 
und~. We~ also use $C ~-· ·to Imm"ove.-QUC ~. Our best 
th~ ls what:got us into trouble. We recognize the need for change. 
Our d~~~w~:- ~ell IDQre th~ us4lg, and so our recovery must 
invqlv.e: snu¢1 more th~~i;sll)lple abstinence~ Recovery is an active change 
of our ideas. ml attitudes. · 

The ability.:tO -race: Pfi>bl~: ~ necessary t0 St4Y clean. lf we ba(l 
problemA.iq.:tM. pa.t. .¢. k ·ll"'1~ ~.simple abstinence~ provide the 
solution iQ'tbem. G:ullt ·and -WQ'CFY can keep .us from living in the ]\ere and 
now. '1be denial of our disease and other reservations keep us sick; Many 
of us feel that we cannot possibly have a happy life without drugs. We 
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Ora<1118lly, we. rq>lace old h\lbfu\ with new ways of living. We become 
willing ·to. change,: We &!> to ineetlngs regularly. get and use telephone 
D.UQlbel'S, .~ J~. 3lldmosti1'!JOrtantly, we don't l!Se- We learn to 
shllre·· with .other$ •.. lf ~ don't tell 80111eOne we are hurting, they will 
seldom, $!lO ·~ ~.~'*'3ch out .for belp, we .. ,c:an ~ it. 
Allothertool~lhe;~ i. involve,ment\Yitllthe fellowship. As we 

become involvc;d, we ~ to keep ~ Program first and take it easy in 
other l!lllllm. We:~ ~ by askWg. for help and trying out the 
recOmniendatiqn of the people at. !:he mrerings. It is beueliclal to allow 
odlers in the group IO belp us. In time, we will be able to pass on what we 
have been given. We learn that service will get us,Out of ourselves. Our 
work can begin wilb simple things; emptying pays, making coffee, 
cleaning up, setting up for a meeting, opening the door, chairing a 
meeting, and passin.g out litoiature. Dol!ig. these things helps us feel a part 
of the felloWship. . . 

We . have f0w1ll it helpful to b!lve a. sponsor and to use this sponsor. 
Spoosorship· is.·~ a· wa,y of ~iJriog · the special interest of an 
experlericed ~ ·tliat c:;iQ mean so nn!!:h to. l)eWCQ111Cn ·~ they 1llrn 
10 N.A. for help, ~.·is also a two-way street, helping both the 
newcomer and the sponsor. The $lJOlisor's clean time a1)\I experience may 
well depend on llie availab!Uly of spQllSOIS in a locality. -Sponsorship is also 
the. responsibilif¥ .of die gi.:oup for belping the newcomer. It is lmpliell and 
informal in Its .approach,.but it is the heart Of the N.A. way of recovery 
from,addiction-,one ~ belpiDg llDQthe.i;. 

One of die. most·profuund dllqes. in our ~ is in the rea1Jn ¢.personal 
relationships. Our earliest involvements with pthj:rs ~ !>egill, will!. our 
spon5or. As. newCOl)'.lefS we flD!I it ~ if we have ~1" whole 
judgment we trust .3J!ll can.confide in. We find ttusdpg.~ with more 
experience to be a strengtb. rather than a weaJmess. Our experience reveals 
that working the. steps is our best·guarantee against a relapse, Our spoDSOrs 
and friends can advise us regardil)g bow to work the steps. We can talk 
over what the steps mean with them. They can help us to .prepart for the 
spiritual experience of living the $tq>S. Allkh!g God as we undersfl!pd Him 
for help improves our lllldersWld.iDg.of die; steps. When we are prepared, 
we must try out our newly found way of life. We learn. that the Program 
won't work when we try IO adapt it to our life. We must learn to adapt our 
life to the Program. 

Today we seek solutions, not problems. We try what we learn on an 
experimental basis. We keep what we need and leave the rest. We find that 
by workiDg the steps, communicating with our Higher Power, talking to 
our sponsors, and sharing with newcomers we are able to grow spiritually. 

1be Twelve Steps are used as a program of recovery. We learn that we 
can go to our Higher POWer fi>r help in SOIVlng probiemS. Wl1e1I we nna 
ourselves sharing difficulties that used to have us on the run, we experience 
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good feelings that give us the strength to begin seeking GQd's will for us. 
We believe thafour Higher Pow~r will take care ofus. If we honestly .try 

to do God's will to the best of our ability. we can rumdle the results of 
anything that happens. Seeking our Higher Power's will is a spiritual 
principle found in the &tepS. Working tbe ·sreps aoo pr.acticing the prmciples 
simplifies our lives and changes our otd attinides. When We admit that our 
lives' had beoome unmanateable; We don't have U>·ugile·our point of vieW. 
We have to acCept ourselves as .\ye .are. We ~ longet :bave:to be right alf 
the ~. ~'hen we giVe ourselves this fiieedOm, we can atfow others to be · 
wrong. FreedOm to change seems to Come mabilY after oor acceptallCe of 
ourselves. 

Sharing with fellow ·addicts is a b115ic tooi in Our Program. This help ·can 
only come from another addict. It is llelp that says, "I have. had sonle'thing 
ti.Ire that happen to me·;· and I 'did'thiS .... " For anyone wh&.w~ our way 
of life, we share experience, strength and hope instead of P,feaching and 
judging. If sharing the experiel1ce of out pain helps~ <mC--~ it will 
have beeil·woi'tli the suffer~ .. We -~ <>:lir QWil teco~ ~il we 
share it with others whO a.st f0r ·lielj>; If we l&p, wtiat · \Ye,J~~ve w share, 
we lose .it. Woros tn.ean n01hing UDf:il \ile put them intQ ·~~ . 

We recognize our·spirituhl· &ro~. ~.we· ar~ ~e I().~~ .~t and 
help other~. We help.-<>th~r$ when we particip~_ in TWelve. S~: ~rk and 
try to catty the message· -of reeavety to the' addict who still 5Uife,rs" We 
learn that we keep what we have· only-, by giving it away. Als0, OW: 
e;xperience shows many pers0nai problems. are resolved ..y1*J' -we· get out 
of oursefves·and offer to help thoie·in need. We r~ dW ~ addict 
can beat ililderstand and help another. No matter how niuch· we give, ~re 
is always another a&ilcueeting help. , " . · . , . . , .... 

We Cannot: afford to lose sight of the importanCe .of sp()~fslµp 'aoo:of 
taking a special' ilitereSt in a confused addict who want!; to stop uSiog. 
Experience shows clear1y tbat.:. tfiose wliG get the .~.·~ ·of the N.A~ 
program are those to ' wham sponsorship· ~ imponati( . Spoo8orship 
responsibilities are welcomed by l1s and accepted as 0pporn:inhie.s to enrich 
our personal N.A. experience. . . . , 

Working With others is 6nly the-beginning of service·work. N;A. service 
·a110W& us to ~pend much ofeur. ~,d~fb:elphrg the· suffering ad~cts: 
as weUa5 inSurmg that'NarcotiCs·Anonymeus~tfsurvives. This"way we 
1ceep· Wtiat we have by giVing it' away. 
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Chapter Six 

THE TWELVE TRADITIONS OF N.A. 

We keep ll#Wt we· have Qll/y with vigilaltce, andjust as freedom for the 
il/diyU/(JQf come{fr<?in the Twelve Steps, SQ freedom for the group springs 
from our 1'riidititJns, ; 

As long as the ties that bind us together are stronger than those .that 
would tear us apart, all will be well. 

I. OUr COfllmfHI welfare shoul4 come first; personal recovery depends 
on N.:A. uittty. 

2. /tor ollr group purpose thtre ts but onrndtimo.te authority~ loving 
Go4 · aa He maji ~tess Himself In our group conscience. Our 
lea/Jm ate bUt trusted servants; ·tMy. do not govern. 

3. The only. requirement for membership is a desire to stop using. 
4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other 

groups or N.A. as a whole. 
5. Each group has but one primary purpose-to aury the message ro 

the addict who still slfffers. 
6. An N.A. group ought never endorse,jinance, or lend the N.A. name 

to <mY related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, 
propeny or preslige divert us from our primary purpose. 

7. Every N.A; group ·<JUght to11e fully self-supporting, declining outside 
contributions. · 

8. Narcotics dlionymous.sheuld remain forever nonprofessional, but our 
service· ctiilers may empluy special worlcers. 

9. N.A., · as such, ought never be organized, but we may create service 
boards or committees dlrecdy responsible to those they serve. 

JO. Narcotics Anotiymous has no opimon on outside is~s; hence the 
N.A. name ough01ever be dTawn into public 'controversy. 

11. Our public relations policy is based on attFacti<Jn rather than 
prom0tion; we· need always maintain personal anonymity at the level 
of press, radiQ, andfilms. 

12. AnOnymity ts the spiritual foundaJion of au our Traditions, ever 
reminding us ro place principles before personalities. 

Understandirlg these Traditions comes slowly over a period of time. We 
pick up lnform!ltion as we talk to members a11<1 visit various grOllps. u 
usually isn't until Vl(e get involved with service that someone points out that 
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"personal recovery depends on N.A. unity", and that unity depends on how 
well we follow our Traditions. Because we hCar about "suggested sreps" 
and •no musts" so often, some of us make a mistake and assume that this 
appl~ to groups the wa¥ .i~ "}l?lies to the individ~al .. The Twelve 
Traditmns of N.A. are not negotiiible. They are the·g111delmes ·that keep 
our fellowship alive and free. 

By following these guidelines in our dealings with others and society at 
large, we avoid·many problems •. That is oot.to say our Traditi9ns eliminate 
them all. We still have to faredllifrcu!ties ·as ~ .. arise: CQ1111l11111icatjon 
problems, differences of opinion, internal controversies, ai!d· troubies with 
individuals. and groups· outside the fellowship. However, when we apply 
these principles, we avoid some Of the pitfalls. 

Many of our problemS are like those our predecessors had to face. Their 
hard-won· experience gave birth to. the Traditio:ns, and our own. experience 
has shown that these principles are just as valid today as they were when 
these Traditions were formulated• Our Traditions ,protect us from the 
internal and external .forces which could desttey.,us, They are trUty .the ties 
that bind us rogether. It is only through llllderstanding and application that 
they work. 

TRADmON ONE 

"Our common welfare should come first; penoMl recovery depends 
on N.A. unity. • 

Our First Tradition concerns unity and our cenunoµ.welfato. One of the 
most important things about our new way of life is being;a.part of a group 
of addicts seeking.recovery. our survival is~ ~to the survival 
of the group ~ of the fellowship. To maintain wiity wid)in Narcotics 
Anonymoils it is imperative that'the group remain stable, or else the entire 
fellowship perishes ·and the individual dies .. 

It .. wasn 't ulltihve came to Narcotics ArloPfllWUS .thal recovery became 
possible. This program can: do .for us what we could:ll.Qt do .for ourselves. 
We became part of a .group and fOlmd that we eQUld ~r. We learned 
that those who did· not continue to be an active p;ntQf the fel!~ip faced 
a rough road. The individual is precious tG the groim\l;md ~,!!fOup is 
precious to the iiidividual, We never ~~,.the\kind'of~ijOn and 
personal care that we found in the ProgmUn. We.are accepte(i, l!J¥l foved for 
what we are, instead of "in spite" of what we are. No one Can revoke our 
membership or make us do anything we do not choose to do. We follow 
this way of life l)y example r~r than dir~\o!l- We Shl!r~ O!;lf,ex,perie~ 
and 1eam from each other. In our adiliclklli; we eomistently plilCed our 
personal desires before any'thing else. 11) Nllrcotics ~'we found 
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that what is best for the group is IJSUally good for us. 
Our personal experiences while ·using differed from one another. 

However, as a group we have found many common themes in our 
addiction. One of these was the need to prove self-sufficiency. We bad 
convinced ourselves that we could make it alone and proceeded to live life 
on that basis. The results were disastrous, and in the end, each of us bad 
to admit that self-sufficiency was a lie. 'Ibis admission was the starting 
point of our recovery and is a primary point of unity for the fellowship. 

Not only are these common themes in our addiction, but we find that in 
our recovery we have much ln common. We sh~ a common desire to stay 
clean. We have learned to depend on a Power greaterthan ourselves. Our 
purpose is to carry the message to the addict who still suffers. Our 
Traditions are the guidelines that protect us from ourselves. They are our 
unity. 

Unity is a must in Narcotics Anonymous. This is not to say that we do 
not have our disagreements and conflicts: we do. Whenever people get 
together there are differences of opinion. However, we can disagree 
without being disagreeable. Time and time again, we have seen that in 
crises we set aside our differences and work for the common good. We 
have seen two members who usually do . not get along well working 
together with a newcomer. We have seen a group doing menial tasks to pay 
rent for their meeting hall. We have seen members drive hundreds of miles 
to help support a new group. These activities and many others are 
commonplace in our fellowship. They must be because without these 
things, N .A. could not survive. 

We must live and work together as a group to insure that in a storm our 
ship does not sink and members perish. With faith in a Power greater than 
ourselves, hard work, and unity we will survive and continue to carry the 
message to the addict who still suffers. 

TRADITION TWO 

"For our group purpose there is but one ultimate autlwrity-a loving 
God as He may express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders 
are but trusted servants; they do not govern. • 

In Narcotics Anonymous, we are concerned with protecting ourselves 
from ourselves. Our Second Tradition is an example of this. By nature, we 
are strong-willed, self-centered people, thrust together in N.A.; 
mis~anagers all; not one of us is capable of making consistently good 
dec~uuons._ 

In Nru'Cotics Anonymous, we rely on a loving God as He expresses 
Himself in our group conscience, rather than on personal opinion or ego. 
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In working the steps, we learn to depend on a Power greater than 
ourselves, and l!tilize it for our group purposes. We must be constantly on 
guard that our decisions are truly an expression of God's will. There is 
often a vast difference between group conscience and group opinion, as 
dictated by powerful personalities or popularity. Some of our most painful 
growing experiences have come as a result of decisions made in the name 
of "group conscience". True spiritual principles are never in conflict; they 
complement each other. 1he spiritual conscience of a group will never 
contradict any of our Traditions. The Second Tradition concerns the nature 
of leadership in N .A. We have learned that fur our fellOw'ship, leadership 
by example and by selfless service works and that direction and 
manipulation fail. We choose not to have presidents, masters, or directors. 
Instead we have secr1l$3!ies, treasurers and representatives. These titles 
imply service rather than control. Our experience shows that if a group 
becomes an extension of the personality of a leader or a certain member, 
it loses its effectiveness. An aunosphere of recovery in our groups is one 
of our most valued assets, and we nmst guard it careful!Y lest we lose it to 
politics and personalities. 

Those of us who have been involved in service or in getting a group 
started sometimes have a hard time letting go. Egos and unfounded pride 
and self-will would destroy a group if given authority. We must instead 
remember. that offices have been placed in trust, that we are trusted 
servants and that at no time do any of us govern. Narcotics Anonymous is 
a God-given Program, and we can maintain our group in dignity only with 
group collSCience and God's love. 

Some will resist. However, many will become the role models fur 
newcomers to follow while the self-seeking soon find they are on ·the 
outside, causing dissension and eventually disaster to themselves. Many of 
them change; they learn we can only be governed by a loving God as 
expressed in our group conscience. 

TRADmON THREE 

"The only retJ.uirement for memberShip is a desire to stop using. • 

This Tradition is important for both the individual and the group. Desire 
is the key word; desire is the basis of our recovery. In our stories and in 
our experience of trying to carry the message of recovery to the addict who 
still suffers, one painful fact of life has emerged again and again. An addict 
who cloe3 not want to atop twing wiil not &op UijoID&:. Thoy c;an bo a:µalyz<Gd, 
counseled, reasoned with, prayed over, threatened, beaten, locked up, or 
whatever, but they will not stop until they want to stop. The only thing we 
ask of our members is that they have this desire. Without it they are 

' j 
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doomed, but with it miracles will happen. 
Desire is our only requirement, aod rightly so. Addiction does not 

discriminate .. 'lbls Tradition is to Insure that any addiCt regardless of drugs 
used. race, religious beliefs, sex, sexual prefurence or fmaneial co00illon 
Is free to practke the N.A. way of life. That only .die desire to stop Using 
Is ~ insures that no casre system will ~elop making one lldd~ 
superior to another. All addicted persons are welcome ' and equal jn 
obtliiWng the relief they are seeking from their ~n; every ad<!ict can 
recover in this pr0gram on an equal basis. This Tradition guarantees our 
freedom 10 rerover. · . · 

Meinbetship in Narcotics ~·is not aUiomatic when someone 
wid,b Iii the . dOOr or when the newcomer dec;i®s Jo. Stop Using. the 
deCiSiOO to beclime a pan of our tellowship resrs with the ~ivi4u!iJ. Any 
addiCt WhO has ade&lre to stop Using can become a~ of R:A. We: 
are addicts and our problem Is addictiou. . · . . , · . .. · . · •..... · 

The' choice of membership re&tS wilb the individual. We feel the ide8l 
state for our felloWshlp exists when .addicts can Q()l11e fteely and opeoly to 
anN.A. meeting,·wheneverand wherev,~they ~.and, leave,: just as 

. freely if they want. We reallze tblit, recovery is a reality" 8lld that life 
·Without drugs is better than we ever ftnagined, We: open !)Ur doors to 
addicts hoping that they can find what we have found, knowing ooly those 
who have a· desire to stop using and want what we have to· offer will join 
us in our way of life. 

TRADITION FOUR 
:o,. -· .. 

"Each Group should be autonomous, except in moJters q/fecting other 
Groups, or N.A.. as a whole. • 

'The autonomy of our groups is neceasuy fur our survival. A di.ciiouary 
defines autonomous as · "having die right or power of self 
govemment ... undertaken or carried on without outside control". 11tls 
means out groups are self-governing.;wd are not subject to outside CODlrOI. 
Every group has had to stand and grow on it:s own. · 

One might ask, •Are we truly autonomous? What about our service 
commiuees, our offk;es, activities, aod all die Olber things that go on in 
N.A. r The answer is that these things are not N.A. 'Ibey are services we 
utilize to help us in our recovery and to fUithf:r the primary purpose of our 
groups. NlllOOtics Anonymous is a Fell<>wsllip of men and women; addicts 
meeting in groups and using a given set of spiritual principles to find 
freedom from add~ion and a new way to live. All .el:!e is not N cA. Those 
tblllg~ we memiun<:d. "'" lhe lCllUI< of mclllllcra '""in!; c;noUgb' to ~ out 
and offer their help and experience so that our road might Ile easier. 
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Whether we . choose to utilize these setvices' is up to the group. 
A Narcotics Anonymmii; group is any meeting which meets regularly at 

a specified place and tlme fur the pUtpose of reoovery provided that h 
fulloWs the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Nat'llOOl;s Anonymous. 
There are two basic types of DWfings'. those which are opened .. to the 
general public and tbose.closed to the public (for addicts only). MeetiDgs 
vary widely in fOl'll)at from group . to group. Some are participation 
meetings, some speakers, some question and answer, some spetjal 
problems dlscussiµn. · . · ··· , • 

. Despite the type or furinat a group uses for its meetings, 1he. lin:tion of . 
a group is atwl!)'S the same: to ~ a suitable and reliable envirol)ment 
fol;.personal rll!:overy and to piOmOte such recovery. These Tradili9ns.;ire 
part of a set of lipitirual pt'inciplel bf Narcotics ~. and with<nJl: 
~NA ~not exist . , ... ~:.~~''·'·.-;,_-"-'· . .-,,: .. ···.<·· '·.··-... ,_. .::'<·\ ~ .. ·- . . . . 

·We say that for N.A .• llmoni>lllY is mo~ than tJtls. u'giyes o.1t:gr00ps 
the freedom to .act ~n tlli:ir Owri to establish their atmosphere of recovery, 
serve .their mlnnber&, 'and fulfill 1helt primary purpose. It is for thelle 
reasons thilt we giJard °'1r alitOnQmy s0 carefully. , • , ., . . ·. , .· 
. It would seem that we, .in our group&; can do whatever we decide · 

regardless of what anyone says. This is pilftly true. Each group does ~e 
complete freedom, except. When. their actiollS affect other groups or N .A. 
as a whole. Like group conscience, autonomy can be a two-edged sword. 
Group autonomy has been used to justify the violation of the Traditions. If 
a contradiction exists; we have slipped away from our principles. If we 
check to make sure that our acdons are clearly wilbin the bounds of our 
Traditions; If we do not dictate to other groups, or furce anydriDg upon 
them; and if we consider the consequences of our action ahead of time, 
lhen all will be well. 

TRADmON FIVE 

"Each gro11p hos but Oire primary purpose-to carry the mmage to 
the addict who still sidfers. • 

•y OU mean fO say riiat ()Of prlnlary pUrpoBe is IO carry die niessage? I 
thought we were Jiere II? get clean. 'I thought that our primary purpose was 
to recover from drug addicdol'I. • For the individual, this is certainly true; 
our members are nere to find fteedom from addiction and a new way of 
life. HoweVer, groups aren't addicted and don't recover. All our groups 

~ van do io plant tho ~ -for'~ and 'b:-'itta .-.dd1"*' together so trutt 1he 
llUl(lic of empathy, honesty, caring, sharing, and service can do lbeir work. · 
The purpose of this Tradition is to inSure that this atmospbere of recovery 
is maintained .• This can only be achieved by keeping our groups recovery· 
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oriented. The fact that we, each and every group, focus on carrying the 
message provides consistency; addicts can count on us. Unity of action and 
purpose makes possible what seemed impossible for us-recovery. 

The Twelfth Step of our personal Program also says that we carry the 
message to the addict who still suffers. Working with others is a powerful 
tool. "The therapeutic value of one addict helping another is without 
parallel." For the newcomers, this is how they found Narcotics Anonymous 
and learned w stay clean. For the members this reaffirms their 
commitment to recovery. The group is the most powerful vehicle we have 
for carrying the message. When a member carries the message, he is 
somewhat bound by interpretation and personality. The problem with 
literature is language. The feelings, the intensity, and the strengths are 
sometimes lost. In our group, with many different personalities, the 
message of recovery is a recurring theme. 

"What would happen if our groups had another printary purpose?" We 
feel our message would be diluted and then lost. If we concentrated on 
making money, many might get rich. If we were a social club, we could 
find many friends and lovers. If we specialized in education, we'd end up 
with many smart addicts. If our specialty was medical help, many would 
get healthy. If our group purpose were anything other than to carry the 
message, many would die and few would find recovery. 

What is our message? That an addict, any addict, can stop using drugs, 
lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live. Our message is hope and 
the promise of freedom. When it is said and done, our primary purpose can 
only be IO carry the message to the addict who still suffers because that is 
all we have to give. 

TRADITION SIX 

"An N.A. group oughr never endorse, finance, or lend rhe N.A. nmne 
ro any relared facility or ourside enrerprise, lest problems of money, 
property or prestige diverr us from our primary purpose." 

Our Sixth Tradition tells us some of the things we must do to preserve 
and protect our primary purpose. This Tradition is the basis for our policy 
of non-affiliation and is extremely important to the continuation and growth 
of Narcotics Anonymous. 

Let's take a look at what this Tradition says. The first thing a group 
ought never do is endorse. To endorse is to sanction, approve or 
recommend. Endorsements can be either direct or implied. We see direct 
endorsements everyday in T.V. commercials. An implied endorsement is 
one that is not specifically stated. 

Many other organizations wish to ride on the N.A. name. To allow them 
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to do so would be an implied endorsement and a violation of this Tradition. 
Hospitals, drug recovery houses, probation and parole offices are some of 
the facilities we deal with in carrying the N .A. message. While these 
organizations are sincere and we hold N. A. meetings in their 
establishments, we cannot endorse, finance or allow them to use the N .A. 
name to further their growth. However, we are willing to carry the N .A. 
principles into these institntions to the addicts who still suffer so that they 
can make the choice. 

The next thing we ought never to do is finance. This is more obvious. To 
finance means to supply funds or to help suppon financially. 

The third thing warned against is lending the N.A. name to fulfill the 
purposes of other programs. For example, several times other programs 
have tried to use Narcotics Anonymous as pan of their "services offered" 
to help justify funding. 

This Tradition also tells us "who". A related facility is any place that 
involves N.A. members. It might be a halfway house, a detox center, a 
counseling center, a clubhouse or any one of a number of such places. 
People are easily confused by what is N. A. and what are the related 
facilities. Recovery houses which have been staned or staffed by N .A. 
members have to take care that the differentiation is clear. Perhaps the 
most confusion exists when it involves a clubhouse situation. Newcomers 
and even older members often identify the clubhouse with Narcotics 
Anonymous .. We should make a special effon to let these people know that 
these are not the same. The second "who" are outside enterprises. An 
outside enterprise is any agency, business venture, religion, society, 
organization, related activity, or any other fellowship. Most of these are 
easy to identify, except for the other fullowships. Narcotics Anonymous is 
a separate and distinct fellowship in its own right. Our problem is 
addiction. The other Twelve Step fellowships specialize in other problems, 
and our relationship with them is one of "cooperation, not affiliation". The 
use of literature, speakers, and announcements of other fellowships in our 
meetings constitutes an implied endorsement of an outside enterprise. 

This Sixth Tradition goes on to warn us what may happen: "lest 
problems of nioney, property or prestige diven us from our primary 
purpose" . These often become obsessions and shut us off from our spiritual 
aim. For the individual, this type of abuse can be devastating; for the 
group, it can be disastrous. When we as a group waver from our primary 
purpose, addicts die who might have found recovery. 

TRADITION SEVEN 

"Every N.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside 
contributions. ·· 
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Being self-supportioe is an important part of our new way of life. For the 
indivktual, this is usually quite a ch!mge. In our addiction, we. were 
dependent on people, places and things. We looked to them to support µs 
and supply the things we found lacking in ourselves. As recovering addic,ts, 
we find that we are still dependent, but our cJependeDCe bas shifted from 
the things around us to a loving God and ·me inoer sueDgtb we get in our 
relatiombip with Him .. We, who were uoible to funcdoo as human ~ings. 
now find anyth1og is possible of. us. Those dreams we gave up long ago 
can now become realities. Addicts as a group have been a ~ to 
society. In N .A. , our groups not only staul on their own, ·but demand the 
right to do so. 

Money has always been a problem fµr us. We could never ftDd enough 
to support ourselves and our habits. We Vl(Ol'ked, stole, conned, beg&ed and 
sold ourselves~ there was never enough money to fill the emptiness Inside. 
In ·our recovery, lllOOeY is still often a problem. 

We need money to run our group: there is. rent co pay. supplies and 
literature co buy. We take a collection in our mcctiDp to cover these 
expCnse5 and whatever is left over goes to support our services ml. to 
further our primary purpose. Unfurtunately, da'e is little left over ·~ a 
group pays ils way. Sometimes members who can afford it ~ in a ~e 
extra to help. SomelimcS a oommiaee is formed to pm on an activity to 
raise funds. These effons help and without them, we cw1d not have come 
this far. N.A. services remain in need of money, and even though it is 
sometimes frustrating, we really would not have it any other way; We mow 
the price would be too high. We all have to pull together, .and in pulling 
together we learn that we really are part of "somedling greater tban 
ourselves". . 

OUr policy concerniDg money is clearly stated: We decline any outside 
collll'ibutions; our fellowship la complete~ self-euppordn&. We accept no 
funding, endowments, loans, and/or gifts. Evorytbing bas lta price, 
regardless of intent; Whether the price I& money, promiaes, conccssjons. 
special recognition, endorsements, ,favors, or anything elae, it's too high 
for us. Even if those who would help~ coul~ paramce no strings, we 
still would not accep their aid. We c3noot afford to let our ~ 
coICribute more than their fair share. We have found chat the price paid by 
our groups ~ disunity ml controversy. We will not put our freedom on the 
line. 

TRADITION EIGHT 

"Narcotics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our 
suvtce cenurs may unplOy special wo1*ers. # 
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The Eighth Tradition is vital to the stability of N .A. as a whole. In order 
to understand this Tradition we need to define "oon-professional service 
centers• and "special worJcers•. With ill understanding of these terms. this 
important Traditk>JJ is W-explanaiory. · 

In this Tradition we say we haVe no pro~ionals. By this, we mean we 
have oo statfpsycbiattists, doctors, lawyers. COUNeJors, eu:. 0ur program 
worts by one addict helping anodler. By employing profeMionals in N.A., 
we Would destroy our unity. We ue simply addiCts of equal status freely 
helping one another. 

We recognize and admire the profe.Wonals. Many of our members are 
professionals in their own right It is just that there is no room for 
~isminN.A. 

A service ceorer is defined as a place where N.A. service committees 
operate. The World Service Office or local reaional and area offices ire 
examples of service centers. A dubhouse or halfway l)ome, or similar 
facility. g oot an N.A. service Center aM is not affDiated with N.A. A 
service center is, very simJ>Iy, a place where N.A. setvkca are offered on 
a continuing basis. · · · .. ' -·' · · .· , · ·,. 

"Service centers may employ special workers." This statement means that 
service centers may employ ·workers for special skills SlJCh. as phone 
aris'wering, clerical work, or prlnthw. SUch employees are directly 
respoDsible tO a ser\lice Committee. As N .A. grows, the demand for these 
W9fkds will grow. Special worm are necessary to insure efficiency in 
an ·ever~,xpanding fellowship. · ,,_,.., . .,,,· · 

The difference between profesSionals and special workers should be 
defined f9r clarity. Professionals work in specific profeSslons which do not 
direct services of N .A., but are for personal gaiik Professionals do not 
follow N.A. Traditions. Our special workers, on the other hand'•: work 
wUhin our Traditions i1nd are directly responsible always to thoSe they 
serie~ to the fellowship. 

In ~ards tO our Bi&hth Tradition. we do not single out our members as 
•profeakmal"; bY nof placing professional status on any member. we 
insure that we remain "forever non-professional". 

TRADlTION NINE 

•N.A. as such ought ~be orgdnked: but we may crMte 1t/Vice 
boards or committets mrictly res]JOnSibll to those they suw. " 

This Tradition defines the way otir Fellowship funetions. we DJUSl f'U"Sl 

understand what N.A. is. Narcotics Anonymous is addiCtS who have the 
desire to stop using, and have joined together to do so. OUr meetings are 
a gathering of members for the purpose of staying clean and carrying the 
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message of recovery. Our Steps and Traditions are set down in a specific 
order. They are numbered, not random and unstructured. · They are 
organized, but this is not the type of organization re~ed to in the Ninth 
Tradition. For the purpose of this Tradition, "organized" means having 
management and control. On this basis, the meaning Of Tradition Nine is 
clear. Without this Tradition, our Fellowship would be in opposition to 
spirilual principles. A loving GOO as He may express Himself in our group 
conscience is our ultimate authority. 

The Ninth Tradition goes on to define the nature of the things that we 
can do to help N.A. It says that we may create service boards or 
committees to serve the needs of the Fellowship. None of them baS the 
power to rule, censor, decide, or dictate. They exist solely to serve the 
Fellowship, but they are not a pan of Narcotics Anonymous. This is the 
nature of our service .strUctUre as it has evolved and been defined in the 
N .A. service manual. 

TRADITION TEN 

"Narcotics Anonynwus has no opinion on outside issues; hence the 
N.A. name ought never be drawn into public controversy.• 

In order to achieve our. spiritual aim, Narcotics Anonymous must be 
known and respected. Nowhere is this more obvious than in our history. 
N.A. was founded in 1953. For twenty years, our fellowship remained 
small and obscure. In the 1970's, society realized that addiction had 
become a worldwide epidemic and began to look for answers. Along with 
this came change in the way people conceived the addict. This change 
allowed addicts to.seek help more openly. N.A. groups sprang up in many 
places where we where never tolerated before. Recovering addicts paved 
the way for more groups and more recovery. Today N. A. is a worldwide 
fellowship; we are known and respected everywhere. 

If an addict has never beard of us, he cannot seek us out. If those who 
work with addicts are unaware of our existence, they cannot refer them to 
us. One of the most impol1allt things we can do to further our primary 
purpose is to let people know who, what and where we are. If we do this 
and keep our reputation good, we will surely groW. · 

Our recovery speaks for itself. Our Tenth Tradition specifically helps 
protect our repullltion. This Tradition says that N .A. has no opinion on 
outside issues. We don't take sides. We don't have any recommendations. 
N.A., as a fellowship, does not participate in politics; to do so would invite 
conu-ovci;-3y. lt would je<>pm'd-ize ol:U' £e\\owghip. Those who agree with our 
opinions might commend us for taking a stand, but some would always 
disagree. 
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With ·a price this high, is it any wonder we choose not to take sides in 
society's problems? For our own survival, we have no opinion on outside 
ismes. 

TRADmON ELEVEN 

"Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than 
promonon,· we need alwtiys maJntai1I pmonal mwnymity at tkt! level of 
preis. mdlo. and ftbns. " 

. This Tradition deals with our relationship to those outside the fellowship. 
It tells us how to condilct Olli' efforts at the public level.* OUr public image 
consists of what we have to offer which is a successful proven way of 
maintaining a drug*free lifustyle. While it is important to reach as many 
persons as possible, it is imperati\-e for our protection that ·we are careful 
about ads, eimllars and any literature that may reach the public's hands. 

Our attraction is that we are successes in our own right. As groups 
gathered together we offer recovery. We have foum the success of our 
program speaks for itself; ·this is oor "promotion". 

nm Tradition goes on to tell us dlat we need to mainr.ain personal 
anonymity· at the level· of press, radio and films. This is w protect the 
membership and reputation of Narcotics Anonymous. We do not give our 
last names nor appear in the media as a member of Narcotics Anonymous. 
No individual inside or outside the fellowship represents Narcotics 
Anonymous. 

TRADmON TWELVE 

"Anonymity is tltt lpiritual foundation of au our Traditibns, ever 
reminding us to plact principles befort pmonalilles. " 

A. dictionary def"mitl<>n of anonymity· is "a state ·of be~mg· oo name•. In 
keeping' with this, the ".I''. becomes "we". ~ spiritlJal toUndation becomes 
more important man any one particular group or individu~L . 

Aswe find ourselves ~rowing closer together the aw~Dfug of humility 
occurs. Humility is a ey:..prodtiCt ·which aJJows us io grow and develop in 
an atmosphere of freedom and removes the fear of becoming knOwn by our 
emJ)loyers. families, or friends as addicts. Therefore, we attempt to 
rigorously adhere tci the prineiple that ~What· ts said tn meccings stay~ in 

• For delallt;d cumplcs refer to Public information pamphlet. 
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meetings". 
Throughout our Traditions, we speak in terms of "we" and "our" rather 

than "me" and "mine". By working together for our common welfare we 
achieve the true spirit of aoonymity. 

We have beard the phrase "principles before personalities" so often chat 
it is like a cliche. While we may dilJagree as JMividuals. the spiritual 
principle of anonymity makes us all equal as members of the group. No 
member is greater or lesser than any other member. The drive for personal 
gain in the areas of sex, property and social position, wbicb brought so 
much pain in the past, falls by the wayside if the pr.inciple of anonymity is 
adhered to. Anonymity is one of the basic elements of our recovery and so 
it pervades our Traditions and our ~llowship. It protects us from our own 
defects of character and renders personalities and theh: differences 
powerlw. Anonymity in action makes it impouible for personalities to 
come before principles. 
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Chapter Seven 

RECOVERY AND RELAPSE 

Many people think. that recovery is simply a matter of not using drugs. 
They consider a relapse a sign of complete jallure, and l.ong periods of 
abstinence a sign of complete success. We in the recovery program of 
Narcotics Anonymous have jOund that this perception, is too simplistic. After 
a mmwer has had some involvement in our Fellowship, a relapse may be 
the jarring uperlence that brings about a more rigorous application of the 
program. By the same token we have observtd some members who remain 
abstinent for long periods of time whose dishonesty and self-deceit still 
prM!ltt thDn from enjoying comp/de recovery and acceptance within 
wctety. O:mrplere and continuous abstinence, however, in close cwociation 
and identitfcotion Yillth others in N.A. groups, is still the best ground fer 
growdt. 

Although all addicts are basicaJJy the same in kind, we do, as 
individlid/s, differ in. degree of sickness and rate of recovery. 'I'here may be 
time$ whm a relapse lays the grOIUlliwork fer complete fr~. At other 
times that freedom can only be achieved by a grim and obstinate wU/falness 
to hang on to abstinence come hell or high m11er lllllil a crlsls f1a9Ses. An 
addict, who by 01fY means can lose, even for a time, the need or desire to 
use, and has free dwice over impulsive thinlcing and compulsive action, haS 
reached a turning point that may be the decisive/actor in his recovery. The 
feeling of true independence and freedom hangs here at #nies in the 
balance. To step out alone and nm our own Uves again draws us, ytt we 
seem to know that what we have has come from dependence on a Power 
greater thmi ourselves and from the givihg and receiving of help from 
others in acts <!{ eny>athy. Many times in our re~overy the old bugaboos 
will haunt us. Ufe may again become meaningless, monownous and 
boring. We may tire mentally in repeating our new ideas and tire plzysically 
in. our new activttles, yet we know thaJ if we jail to repeat them we will 
surely take up our old practices. We suspect that if we do not usewhat we 
have, we will lose what we have. These times are often the periods of our 
gre.aiest growth. Our milt.ds and bodies seem ti.red of it all, yet the d]nami.c 
forces of change or true conversian, deep within, may be worldng to give 
us the answers that alter our inner motivations and change our lives. 

Recovery as experienced through our Twelve Steps ls our goal, n.ot mere 
physical abstinence. To improve ourselves rakes effort, and since there is 
11<>. way in. tJut world to arQft a new idea on a closed mind, an opening must 
be made somehow. Since we can do thiS onlY for ourselves, we: need to 
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recognize two df our seoningly inherent enemi-es, apathy and 
procrastinaJion. Our rtsis/Ollee to change seems built in. and only a 
nuclear blast of some kind will bring about ®Y alteration or initiate 
another course of actimi. A relapse., if we survive it, may provide the 
charge for the demolition process. A relapse and sometimes subsequent 
death of someQne close to us can do the job of awaktning tq to the 
necessuy for vigorous personal action. 

We have seen addicu came to our fellowship, try our Program and stay 
clean for a period of time. They lost comact with other recovering addicts 
and eventually returned to active addicdon. They forgot that it is really the 
first fix~ pill, drink. snon or toke that stam the deadly cycle all over again. 
'Ibey tried to control it, · to use in moderation, or to use ~ certain drugs. 
None of these worked for them. 

Relapse is a reality. It can and does happen. Experience shows ~those 
who do not work our Program of recovery on a daily basis may, relapse. 
We see them come back seeking recovery. Maybe they were clean for 
years before their relapse. If they are lucky enough to make it ~k. tl,Jey 
are shaken :badly. They tell us that the relapse was more horn'ble than 
before they· first found N .A. We h2ve never seen a person relapse who 
lives the Narcotics Anonymous program. 

Relapses. are often fatal. We have attended funerals of loved ones who 
died ftom. · il relapse. Tiiey died in various ways. Other times we se.e 
relapsers l~ for years, living in misery. Those who make it to jail or 
imtitutions ·may survive longer and perhaps have a reintfoduction to N.A. 

Jn our daily lives we are su~ to emotional and spiritual lapses, 
causing us tO become defenseleu against the physical relapse of drug use. 
As an incurable disease, drug addiction is subject to relapse. 

We arc never forced into relapse. We are given a choice. Relapse is 
never an accident. Relapse Is a sign that Y1C have had a reservation in our 
pr<>gram. We alighted our program and left loopholes in our daily lives. 
Unaware of the pitfalls ahead, we stumbled blindly on in the belief we 
could make It on our own. Sooner or later we fell back into the m~ 
that drUgs would make life easier. We believed lhat drugs would change 
us, and we forgol that these dlaDges are lecbal. When we believe that drugs 
will solve· our problems and forget what they can do ro us. we are· in real 
troUbJe. Unless the ilJusiom are shattered that we, in any way can continue 
to use or stop using on our own. we most certainly sign our own death 
warrant. For some reason, not taking care of oor personal affairs lowers 
our BClf~wem. and that :ict3 up a pauern that. repoa&a kfflf in all ~'"' of 
our ~lives . If we begin to avoid our new responsibilities by missing 
meetings, neglecting Twelve Step work, or not geuing involved. our 
Program stops. These are the kinds of things that lead to relapse. We may 
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80D8C a change coming over us. Our ability to remain open-minded 
disappears. We may become angry and resentful toward ariyooe or 
anything. We may begin to reject those who were close to us. We isolate 
ourselves. We become sick of ourselves in a sbort timC. We revert back. to 
oar sickest behavior patterDa without even having to use drugs. ' ' 

When a r:esentnfen& or uy OCb« emodonal upbeaval occurs, !allure w 
~ the steps can result In a relapae. 

Obsessive bdlavior is a common denominator for addictive people. 
We· have times when we try to fill oorsdves up until we are satisffed. 

oriJ.y to discover that there is no way to satisfy .1,18. Part of oUr ~ve 
pattern. is that we can never get eoougb. of whatever we think we wam. 
SOmetimes We forget and we tllink. that if we Cal:' just get enougll ibod. or 
~ sex or enough money we'll be satisfied au4 evorything will be all 
right. Self-will still leads ils to make decisions baled ()ll manipulation, ego, 
1uSt or false pride. We don't lite to be wrong. our ea<1I tell us that we can 
do ·k on our own, but loneliness and paraooia quickly rocurn. We tlad dlat 
we canoot really «> lt alone; when we uy ihhWa pt wone. We nee4 to be 
reminded of where we came from and that it will a« proaressivdY worse 
if ~ uae. 'Ibis is when we need tbe tWJowship cbe most. . . 

We don't recover ovemigbt. When we realize that we have made a bad 
decblon or bad jt>dgmcd. our lnclinadon ls to mab an attempt to 
rationalize it. We Oftlm. become extreme in our self-obselsJ.ve attempt to 
cover QUI' tracks. We fora« we have a Choice today .. We set sicka' • 
. There is somejbing iii our se.lf~e pcrsooaJities that cries for 

failure. Most of us feel that we do not deserve to succeed. This is a 
OODUDOn theme wiab addiets. SeJf-pity is one of the most destructive of 
defects. It will drain us of all positive energy. We. foclls on anything that 
.isn't going 0ur way and fanore all the beauty in our lives . . W'rtb. no real 
desire to Improve our lives,. or even to live, we just keep golng 1\lrtbe:r and 
further down. Some of ua never make lt back. · 

We must relca.in many dlfnas that wo hav~ foqouen and develop a new 
app.roacb to Ute if we are to su.rvive. This is what Narcodcs Anonymous 
is all about. It is about people Who care about desperate, dyln$ ~ and. 
wbo can, in time, teadl diem boW to live widlout drugs. Mally of us bad 
difficul~~~~bfellowshipbecalseM~~~~~ 
have the disease of addiction. We sometma see our past behavior as pan 
Of OW'Selves ~ not part of our disease. · 
. We take the First Step. We adinit we are pQWW~ over our addicdon, 
that our lives have become unmanageable. Slowly things get better ml we 
start getting our confidence back. Our ego tells us we can do it on our 
own. Things are getting better and . we fhink we really don't need this 
program. c~~ is a red light iDdicator. The ionelineas and paranoia 
wut come baCk. We find out wo Q&m't d<:> it on. ou,r own and tbiDD eet 
worse. We really~ the First Step, this tlmc lnt:emally. There will be 
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times, however. when we really feel like using. We want to run, and we 
feel lousy; we need to be reminded of where we came from and that it will 
be worse this time. This is when we need the program the most. We 
realize we must do something .. 

When we forget the effon and work it took us to get a period of freedom 
in our lives, lack of gratitude sinks in and self-destruction begins again. 
Urness action is taken immediately we run the risk of a relapse, which 
threatens our very existence. .Keeping· our illusion of reality, rather than 
using the tools of the program, will return us to isolation. Loneliness will 
kill us inside and the drugs. Which almost always come next, may do the 
job completely. The symptoms and the feelings we experienced at the end 
of our using will come back even stronger than before. This impact is sure 
to destroy us if we don•t surrender ourselves to the N.A. program. 

Relapse can be the destructive force that kills us or leads us to the 
realliation of whO and what we really are. The eventual misery of using is 
not worth the temporary escape it might give us. For us, ·to use is to die, 
often in more ways than one. 

One of the biggest stumbling blocks seems to· be in placing unrealistic 
expectations on ourselves or others. Relationships can be a terribly painful 
area. We tend to fantasize .and project what will happen. We get angry and 
res.¢ntful if our fattasies are not fulfilled. We forget that we are powerless 
over other people. The old thinking and feelings of loneliness, despair, 
helplessness and self-pity creep in. Thoughts of sponsors, meetings, 
literature and all other positive input leave our consciousness. We have to 
keep our recovery first and our priorities in order. 

Writing about what we want. what we are asking for, and what we get 
and sharing this with our sponsor or ·another trusted person helps us to 
work through negative feelings. Letting others share with us about their 
experience gives us hope that it does get better. It seems that being 
powerless is a. huge stumbling block. When a need arises for us to admit 
our powerlessness, we may first look for ways to exert power against it. 

Exhausting these ways, we begin sharing with others and find hope. 
Attending meetings dally, living a day at a time, and reading literature 
seems to send our mental attitude back toward the positive. Willingness to 
try. what has worked. for others is vital. Even when we feel that we don't 
want ro attend, meetings are a souree of strength and hope for us+ 

It is important to share our feelings of wanting to use drugs. It is 
amazing bow often newcomers think that it is really abnormal for a drug 
addict to want to use. When we feel the old urges come over us,· we think 
mere inust be something WT'Qftll with m. and that other oeoole in Narcotics 
Anonymous couldn't possibly understand. 

It is important to remember that the desire to use will pass. We never 
have to use again, no matter how we feel. Alt feelings will eventually pass. 

The progression of recovery is a oominuous uphill journey. Without 
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effon we start the downhill run again. The {lrogression of the disease is an 
ongoing process, even during abstinence. 

We come here powerless, and the power we seek comes to us through 
other people in Narcotics Anonymous, blit we must reach out for it. Now 
clean and in the fellowship, we need to keep ourselves surrounded by 
others who know us well. We need each other. Narcotics Anonymous is 
a fellowship of survival, and one of its advantages is that it places us in 
intimate, regular contact wilh the very people who can best understand and 
help us in our recovery. Good ideas and good intentions do not help if we 
fail to put them into action. Reaching out is the beginning of the struggle 
that will set us free. It will break down the walls that imprison Ult. A 
s):'DIPtom of our disease is alienation, and honest sharing will free us to 
recover. 

We are gratefUl that we were made so welcome at meetings that we felt 
comfortable. Without staying clean and coming to those nieetings, we 
would surely have had a rougher time with the steps. Just one fix, pill, 
drink, snort, or toke will interrupt the process of recovery. 

We all find that the feeling we get from helping others motivates us to 
do better in our own lives. If we are hurting, and most of us do from time 
to time, we learn to ask for help. We find that pain shared is pain lessened. 
Members of the Fellowshlp are willing to help a relapser recover and have 
insight . and wleful suggestions to offer when asked. Recovery found in 
Narcotics Anonymous must come from within, and no one stays clean for 
anyone but themselves. 

In our disease, we are dealing with a destructive, at times violent, power 
greater than ourselves that can lead to relapse. If we have relapsed, it is 
important to keep in mind that we must get back to meetings as soon as 
possible. Otherwise, we may have only months, days, or hours before we 
reach a threshold where we are gone beyond recall. Our disease is so 
cunning that it i;an get us into impossible situations. When it does, we 
come back to the program if we can, while we can. Once we use, we are 
under the oontrol of our disease. 

We never fully recover, no matter how long we've been clean. 
Complacency ls the enemy of members with substantial clean time. If we 

· remain complacent for long, the recovery process ceases. The disease will 
manifest apparent symptoms in us. Denial return&, along with obsession 
and compulsion. Guilt, remorse, fear and pride may become unbearable. 
Soon we reach a place where our backs are against the wall. Denial and the 
First Step conflict in our minds. If we let the obsession of using overcome 
us, we are doomed. Only a complete and total acceptance of the First Step 
can save us. We must totally surrender ourselves to the Program. 

The first thing to do is to get clean. This makes the other stages of 
recovery possible. As long as we stay clean, no matter what, we have the 
greatest possible advantage over our disease. For this we are grateful. 
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Man)i of us ge,t clean in a proteet.ed environment, such as a rehabilitation 
center or recovery house. When reentering the world, we feel lost, 
confused and vulnerable. Going to meetings as often as available will 
reduce the shock of Cbange. Meetings provide a safe place to share with 
others during Ibis time. We begin to live the program; we learn to apply 
spiritual prillclples in our lives. We must use what we learn or we will lose 
it in a relapse. 

Many of us would have had nowhere else to go, if we could not have 
trusted N.A. groups and n1embers. At first, we were both captivated and 
Intimidated by the fellowship. No longer eomfortable with our using 
friends, we were not ~et at home in the meetings. We began to lose our 
fear through the. experience of sharing. The more we did this, the more our 
fears slipped away; We sltared for Ibis reason. Growth. means change. 
Spiritual maintenance means ongoing recovery, and isolation is dangerous 
to spiritual growlh. 

Those of us who find the fellowshlp and begin to live the steps develop 
some kind of relationship with others. As we grow, we learn to qveroome 
the tendency to run and hide from ourselves and our feelings. Being honest 
about our feelings helps odll:rs to identify with us.· We find that when we 
communicate bonestly we i'etl.cl1 others better. Honesty rakes practice and 
oone of us claims to be perfect. When we feel trapped, or preSsured, It 
takes great spiritual and emotional strength to be. honest. Sharing with 
others keeps us from feeling isolated and atone. This process is a creative 
action of the spirit. . . · · 

When we work the program we are living the steps dllilY. This gives us 
experience in applying splritilal principles. The experlellCe we gain with 
time helps our ongoing recovery. We must use what we learn or we will 
lose it, no matter how long we have been clean. Eventuajly we are shown 
that we must get honest or we will use again. We pray for willlugnesS and 
humility and finally get honest about our mistaken judgemems · or bad 
decisions. We tell those who we hnrt that we were to blame and make 
whatever amends are necessary. Now we are in the solution again. We are 
wort:iDg the program. It becomes easier to work the program now. We 
know that the steps help prevent relapse. . ... 

Retapsersmay ~fall Into another trap. We may doubt that we.~ stop 
using and stay clean. We can never stay clean on our own. ~f11Strated, we 
cry, "I cannot do id• We beat ourselves as we come back into the 
program. We imagine that our fellow members will not respect the courage 
It takes to come back. We have learned the utmost respect for that type of 
COlltage. We applaud heartily. It is not shameful to relapse-the shame is 
in not coming back. We must smash the illusion that we can dO it alone. 

Another type of relapser does not keep being clean as top priority. 
Staying clean must always come first. At times, we all experience diflJCUlty 
in our recovery. Emotional lapses result from not putting into practice what 
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we have learned. 'l1l06e who make it through these times show a COUl'age 
oot their own. After oomiog tbrougb one of dle8e periods. we can readily 
agree 1hat k is always darkest before the dawn. Once we get through a 
difficult time clean, we are given a wol of recovery that we can use •ain 
alKI again. 

If we telapse, we may feel guilt and embarrassment. Oor relapse is 
embarrassing, but we cannot save our face and our m at the same time. 
We find it best to get back on the program as soon·as possi"ble. It is better 
to swallow our pride 1han to die or go permanently insane. 

As long as we maintain an attitude of being thankful fur being clean, we 
find it is easier to remain ctean. The best way ti> express gratitude k by 
canying the message of our experiellce, strength and hOpe to the still
suffering ad<lict. We are ready to work widl any suffering addict. 

Uving the proeram on a daily bum provide.s many valuable experiences. 
If we are plagued by an ObSes8ion to use. ex.per1ence haS taugbl us to call 
a fellow~ addict and get to a meedaa. 

Us.ing addicts are self-.ceme.ted, angry,~ and lonely people. In 
recovery we experience iplritual growth. Wblle usq we were dishonest, 
self-seddug and often institudonalb'.ed.. 11ie program alloWB us to beCome 
responsible and producdve members of society. · 

As we begin to function ln society. our creatlve ft'eedom helps us son 
our priorities and do the basic dlings first. Dally practice Of our Twelve 
Step program enables us to change from what we were to whal our HJgber 
Power would have us become. Wil:h the help of our sponsor or spiritual 
ad¥isor. gradually we learn to trust and depend on our Higber Power as we 
undentaod it. 
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Chapter Eight 

WE DO RECOVER 

Although HPolitics makes strange bedfellows", as the old saying goes, 
addiclWn makes us one of a kind. OUT personal stories may vary in 
individual paJtem but in the end we all have the same thing in common. 
This common illness or disorder is addi.ction. We know welt the two thilJgs 
that , make up tnle addiction: obsession and compulsion. Obses:>ion-that 
fixed idea that takes us back time and ttme again to our particular drug or 
some substitute, to recapture the ease and comfon we once knew. 

Compulsion-once haVing started the process with one ftx, one pill, or 
one drink we cannot stop through our own power of will. Because of our 
physical sensitiVity to drugs, we are completely in the grip of a destructive 
power greater than ourselves. 

When at the end of the road we find that we can no longer jUncti<Jn as a 
human being, either with or without drugs, we all face the same dilmlma. 
What is there left to do? There seems to be this alternative: either go on as 
best we can to the bitter ends-jails, institutions, or death-or find a new 
l-"2)' to live. In years gone by, very few addicts ever had this last choice. 
Those who are ,addi.cted today are more fortunate. For the first time in 
history, a simple Hey has been proving Itself in the lives of many mklicts. 
It is available to us au. This is a simple spiritual-not religious-program, 
known as Narcotics Anonymous. 

When my addiction brought me to the point of complete powerlessness, 
uselessness and surrender some fifteen ye.an ago,* there lW.l.t no N.A.. I 
found A.4, and in that Fellowship met addicts who had also found that 
program tq be the answer to their problem.: However, we knew that many 
were still going down the road of disillusion, degradation and death, 
because they were unable to idendfy with the alcoholic in A.A.. Their 
identification was at the level of apparent symptoms a1Jd not at the deeper 
level of emotions or feelings, where empathy becomes a healing therapy for 
all addicted people. With several other addicts and some members of A. A. 
who had great faith in us and the program, we farmed, in July of 1953, 
what we now know as Narcotics Anonymous. We felt that now the at/di.ct 
would find from the sta11 a.r much i.dmti{ication as each needed to convmce 
himself that he could stay clean, by the example of others Who had 
recovered for mony years. 

* Written in 1965 
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That this ~ what lWlf prlndpally nlldt4 has proved itself in thts~ 
passing years. 111at wordless kmguage of recognition, belief and ftlith, 
which wt call empathy. ertat¢ the· atmOSp/lere in Which we could feel 
time, touch r~ and recogmze .splrllual Wllll& long k>st 10 mtUJ.Y qf us. 
In OUT program of recovery Wt are vl>'Ning in 1Ul11lbm aniJ in strengtli. 
N~ before have so many clean oddlcts, o/IMirown choice and lnfree 
SOdety •. been able to meet Wier1: they pleast. to maintain their recowry in 
ctJmpls~ cre.adve freedom. 

Even addicts said it could not be done the ~ we had It planned. We 
bellewd in openly scMdlded meet1ng1..-..no nwre llidlng as other groups had 
tried. Webdiew,d 111" dlfftnd/roniall other mel/tOdS triN/. befofe bJ dl.ose 
Mui advocaMd long ~ fr<im toddy. We felt that the S<JtJMI' the 
addict could face his problein In ~ llvhtg1 ju.rt that nau:h falter 
WOllld u btc01118 a real prOdllclfve d#lsa. We ew1ltlllJl}J haw! to stand M 
Olli: ~feet andface life on its own terms. so wb}t not.fr.om die start. 

Becaust of this, of coune~ many relapsed and many were '9s1· completely. 
However, many stayed and I01U came back qfter. their ~etbadc; : 11ie 
brighter pan ii "''fad that of those ~ are now OllT htl!lllben, many have 
long tuini <I ~ ~e mtd are .. bdef obk to help the 
MWCOmt'i'. 1Mr ~. baud on the spiritllal ~ q/ °"' q,s tind 
tr04llJom; is the 4ynmnic force IMt is lirbrgillg brcr"4se altd Nllily to OllT 
prognJtn:;>· Now we bww 'that tlte • 1tds come when that tired ol.d lie, 
•0nce·01t'addlct, ahmys an addict", will no longer be toletated by either 
society or the addict hbnsl/f. We do recover. · 

Recovery begins wkb surrender. From. dw pofut ~~ each of..us is 
reminded that a day clean Is a day. won. In N~ ·~ our 
attitudes. thoughts and ·reaod®& change.· we comtt to lClllZe that \¥e are 
mt alien and begin to utKJerstalld. abd acx;ept who we In'· 

As long as there have been people, addictiOn ha$. ~· ·For . us, 
addiction is an obsession to ll8C the druas that are destroying us followed 
bY a compulsion which forces us to condmie. Complete .abldneuce is the 
foondation ~ our new way of life. 

In the past, ~ was no hope for an addict. i. N~ Anonymous. 
we le8m to share ·the londiness, anger and tear ~. addicts ~ in 
common and cannot control. Out'.' old ideas are what got us into. U'O'Qble. 
We weren't oriented toward fulfilbneiu; we focused on the emptines8 .and 
wonb1essness of it all. We could not deal with. success. so .faUure ~ 
a way of life. In reoovecy, failurei are only ~ setbacb ~ dwt 
11$& in. an~ chain. Honesty~ o~mlndednesa and williogoess 
to 'dliuwe are all new attitudes that help us admit our faults and ask fur 
help. We are no longer compelled to act agahm our uue nature am do 
things we don't really want to do. 
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Most addJct8 resist recovery, and the program we share with thein 
interferes with their using. If a newcomer tells us that they can continue to 
use drugs in any form and suffer no ill effects, there are two ways we can 
loot at it. 'lbe first possibility is that they are not an addict. The other ii 
ow· their disease has not become apparent to them and that they are still 
deny~ their addictioa. Addiction and withdrawal distort rational thought, 
au.4 ~ usuany·'focu on differelices ratter then similarities. They 
l66k .: for ways w disprove the evidence of addiction or disqualify 
~ves rrom·reooVecy. ' ' 

ManY of us did the same thing when we were rev,; so when we work 
w,idl, ptbers we try not to do or say anything that will give- ibem. the excuse 
ti>. . .'.~ using. We know d1at ~· and empathy are essential. 
G9m.Plete SUrrender is the key to recovery·, and total abstinence is the only 
thini ~ has ever worked for us/ ln our· experience, oo dlict who has 
cm.ll~ly surrendered ro this Prop-am has ever failed to find recovery. 

Narootics AnollyinoUs is a spiritual, not religious program. Any dean 
ad~ is a miracle, and keeping the miracle altve iS an ongoing process of 
a\\fareness. surrender and _growth. For an addict, not using is an abnonnid 
state. We learn to live clean. We learn to be. honolt With O\JtSOlves and 
tlifuk of bOth sides of tlUngs .. Decisioll-making is ·rouah at first. Befol'e we 
g~ clean, most °'our acdons were guided by impulse. Today, we are not 
loC~ into this type of tbhwng. We are free. 

In our recovery. we fJnd it ~ w· accept reality. Once we can do 
tbi$, we do not find it necessary tO use dnJ2S ln an attempt to change QUr 
perceptions. Without drugs. we have a chance to ·begin functioning as 
uset\Jl human beings •. if we accept ourselves and the world euctly as it is. 
We learn that contlicts ate a pan of reality, and we learn new ways to 
reaolve them ii.cad of running from them. They are a part of the real 
world. We learn oot to become eniQdonally involved with problems We 
~with what is_at·band and try not to force solutiom. We have learned 
that if a oolution isn't practical, it isn't spiritual. In the past, we made 
simple situations into problems; we made mountains out of molehills. Our 
best Ideas got us here. In recovery, we learn to depend on a Power greater 
than ourselves, We don't have all the answers or solutions1 but we can 
learn to live without drugs. We can stay clean and enjoy lifer if we 
remember to live "lust for Today". 

We are not responsible for our disease, only our recovery. As we begin 
to apply what we have learned, our Jives begin to change for the better. 
We seek help from addicts who are enjoying. lives free from the obsession 
to use drugs. We do not have to understand this Program for it to work. 
All we have to do is follow direction. 

We get relief through the Twelve StepS which ar~ essential to dle 
recovery process, beCa:usC r.bcy A£c a new, 311ir~ wwy Qf life th.At allow!!. 
us to participate ln our own recovery. 
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From "day o~". the Twelve StepS become a part of our lives. At first, 
we may be filled with negativify, and only allow the First Step to take 
hold. Later, we have less fear and can use these tools more fully and to our 
greater advantage. We realiie that old feelings and fears arc symptoms of 
our disease: Real freedom is now possible. · 

As we recover. we gain a new outlook on being clean. We enjoy a 
feeling of release and freedom from the desire to use. We (md that 
everyone we meet eventually has something to offer. We become able to 
receive as well as to give. Life can become a new adventure for us. We 
come to know happiness, joy and freedom. 

There is no model. (}f the recovered addict. When the drugs go and the 
addict works the Program, wonderful things happen. Lost dreams. ~waken 
and new possibilities arise. Our willingness to grow spiritually keeps us 
buoyant. When we Wee the actions ind.icated in the steps, the results are a 
change in our personality. It is our act.ion that is important. We leave the 
resultS .to our Higher Power .• 

Recovery beco~ a contact process; we lose the feat'. pf triuching and of 
being touched. We learn that a simple, loving hug, can make all the 
difference in the world when we feel alone. We experience real l0ve and 
real friendship. 

We know that we are powerleM over a disease which is inCtlrable, 
progressive and fatal. If not arrested, it gets w0rse until we die. We cannot 
deal with the obsession and compulsion. The on1.y alter~ve is to stop 
using and start learning how to live. When we. are willing ·to follow this 
course ,~ take advantage of the. help available to us, a whole new life 
opens up. In tlWi way, we do recover. 

Today, secure in the love of the fellowship, we can f~y look another 
human being in the eye and be grateful for who we are. 
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Chapter Nine 

JUST FOR TODAY 
LIVING THE PROGRAM 

Tell yourself: 
JUST FOR.TODAY my thoughts will be on my recovery. living 

and enjoying lire without the '* of drugs. 
JUST FOR TODAY I will have faith in someone in N.A. who 

believes in me and wants to help me in my recovery. 
JUST FOR TODAY I will have a program, l will trY to follow it 

to the ~ Of my ability. 
JUST FOR TODAY through N.A. I will try to get a better 

perspective on my life. 
JUST FOR TODAY I will be unafraid. my thoughts will be on my 

new associations, people who are not using and who have 
found a new way of life. So long as I follow that way. I 
have nothing to fear. 

We admit our lives have been unmanageable, but sometimes we have a 
problell1 admitting our need for help. Our own self-will leads to many 
problems in our recovery; we want and demand that things go our way. 
We should know from our past experience that our way of doing things did 
not work. The principle of Surrender guides us into a way of life in which 
we draw our strength from a Power greater lhan ourselves. Our daily 
surrender to our Higher Power pl'OVides the help we Deed. M addicts we 
have troUble with. acceptauce which· is critical to our recovery. When we 
refuse to practice acceptance. we are, in effect, still denying our faith in 
a Higher Power. Worrying ls the practice of lack. of faith, 

Surrendering our will putS us in contact with a Higher Power whiclt fills 
~empty place inside that nothing could ever fill before. We learned to 
trust God for help daily. Living just for today relieves the burden of the 
past and the fear of the future. We learned to take whatever actions are 
necessary and leave the results in the hands of our Higher Power. 

The Narcotics Anonymous program is spiritual. We strongly suggest that 
each perso.11 make an: attempt to find a Higher Power of their 
understanding. Some of us have profound spiritual experiences, dramatic 
!:tod ins.pirational in nature_ For others. the awakening is more subtle. We 
recover in an aunosphere of acceptance and respect for one another's 
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beliefs. We try to avoid the self-deception of arrogance and self;·· 
righteousness. As we develop faith in our daily lives, we find that our 
Higher Power supplies us with the strength and guidance we need. 

Each of us is free to work out our own concept of a Higher Power. 
Many of us were suspicious and skeptical because of disappointments we 
have bad with religion. As new members, the tallc: of God we heard in 
meetings repelled us. Until we sought our own answers in this area. we 
were ttaJ>ped in the ideas gathered from our past. Agnostics and atheists 
sometimes start out by just talking to "whatever 's there·. There is a spirit 
or an energy that can be felt in the meetings. This is sometimes the 
newcomCll"'s first.coocept of a Higher Powet. Jdeag from the past are often 
ineomplete and umatlsfactory. Everylbing we know is llllbject to revision, 
especially what we know about the lrllth. We reevaluate our old ideas. so 
we can become acquainted with the new Ideas that lead to a new way of 
life. We reaJgnize we are human wicb a physical, nientaI and spiritual 
sic~. When we accept that our addiction caused our own hell and that 
there is a power available to help 118, we begin to make progress In solving 
our problems. 

Lack of daily maintellanee can show up in many ways. Through open
. minded effort we come to rely on a daily relationship with God as we 
· underslalld Him. Each day most of us ask our Higher Power to help us stay 
clean, and each night we give thanks for the gift of recovery. As our lives 
become more comfortable, many of us lapse into spiritual compl;u;ency, 
and ris1dng relapse, we find ourselves in the ~ h9IT<>r and loss of 
purpo!1e from. which we hilve been gi\'en, only a . ~· reprieye. This is 
hopefully WhOn our pahi JliO«!V~ us to renew i>ur daDy spiritual 
ma1ntenanoe. Qoo way We can coiltinoe Ii ~i<>ll5 eoillact. estiecially In 
hard tilnes, is to list the thh\gs for WhiCh we ~ ~; ... . . ·.· .. 

Many of us have fOund. mat ~· aside ~ ~ fot ~Ives is 
bclpful In m~ conacious. ~ with our H~ Power. By quieting 
of the mind, m.editatioJI can lead us to cahnness ;ui4 ~, ThiS qtJil)tlng 
of ~ mind can be done In any place, time, or manner :fCCQfdlng to the 
Individual. . . ' 

Onr Higher Power Is ljCCeSSible to us at all times, We receive guk!ance 
wbetl we ask for tno~ of God's will for us. GradllaUy as we ~ 
more God-centtred than self-centered, our despair ~to hope. Change 
also involves the great source of feat-the unknown. Our Higher POwer is 
our source of the courage we llt,led to fllce this feat. . . 

Some things we must accept, and others. we can chang(l. The .. 'Yisdom to 
know the 4lff.,,.,,.,,,,, """"'" with JP'Owth in .our splrifulll Pl'02fam. If we 
maintain our spiritual condition daily, we find the pain and collfusion easier 
to deal with. This is the emotional stability that we so badly need. With the 
help of QUI' Higher Power, we never have to 11se again. 

Any addict clean Is a miracle. We lceep this miracle alive in ongoing 
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recovery with positive attitudes. lf, after a period of time, we find 
ourselves in trouble with our recovery, we have probably stopped doing 
one or more . of the 1llings which helped us in the .earlier stages of oui 
recovery. 

Three basic spiritual principles are Honesty, Open-mindedness, · and 
Willingness to try. We say these are the HOW of our program. The lnltlal 
hCiilesty that we express ls the desire to stop using. Next we honestly admit 
o1:tr powerlessness and the UlllllllDageabilitY of our lives. 

Rigorous hCiilesty ls the most important tool we have in learning to live 
for today. Allhough bollesiy ls dlfflcult ro practice, it ls ID!Mt ·~ding. 
HOliesty is the antidote to our diseased 1hinkiog. our newly fuund faith 
serves as a firm fuundadon for courage in the fuwre. . 

What we knew about living When we got· here had almost killed us. 
Managing our oWn lives got us tOthe program of Nartotics·~. 
We came in, knowing very little about how to be happy and enjoy life. A 
new idea cannot be grafted onto a lllc;)sed mind. Being open-minded allows 
us to hear something that mjpt save out lives. It allows us to listen to 
opposing points of view, and come ti:> conclusiom of our own. Open

. mindedness leads us ID the very Insights that have eluded us during our 
lives. It is this principle that allows us ID participate in a discussion without 
jumping to conclusions or predeterminiug right and wrong. We no longer 
need ID make fools of ourselves by standing up fOr nonexistent virtues. We 
have learned that it is O.K. to not know all the answers, fOr then we are 
teachable and can !earµ to live our new life successfully. 

Open-mindedness without willingness, however, will get us nowhere. We 
must be willing to do whatever is necessary to recover. We never know 
when the time will come when we must put forth all the effort and strength 
we have just to siay clean. 

Honesty, open-mindedness and willingness to tty, work hand-In-hand. 
The lack of one of these principles in our personal program can lead to 
relapse, and will certainly make recovery difficult andpainful when it 
could be simple. This program is a vital pan of our everyday livlDB. If it 
were- not for this program lllOSt of us would be dead or institutionalized, 
Our viewpoint changes from that of a loner to that of a member. We 
etnphasize setting our house in order becaUse it briugs us relief. We truSt 
in our Higher Power for the strength to meet our needs. 

One way ro practice the principles of HOW is by taking a daily 
inventory. OUr inventory allows us to recognize our daily growth. We 
shouldn't forget about our assets in striving to eliminate our detWts. The 
old self-deception and self-centeredness can be replaced with spiritual 
principles. 

Staying clean is the tlrst step in facing life. When we practice 
-· <>W' lives are simplified_ When problems arise, we hope to be 
well equipped with the tools of the program. We honestly have to 
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surrettdcr our own self-centcredness and self-destrUCtiveness. In the past We 
believed desperation would give us the strength to survive. Now we accept 
responsibility for our problems and see that we 're equally responsible fur 
our solutions. 

As recovering addicts, we have a lot to be grateful for. As our defects 
are removed, we are ftee to become all we can. We emerge as new 
individuals with an awareness of ourselves and the ability to talce our places 
in the world. . . . . . . 

In living the stepS, we begin to let go of our self--Obsession. W!l ask a 
Higher Power to remove our fear of facing ourselves. and life. We redefine 
ourselves by working the stepS and using the tools of recovery. We see 
ourselves differently. Our personalities change. We become feeling people, 
capable of responding appropriately to life. We put spiritual living fiq;t and 
learn to use patience, tolerance and luunllity In our daily affairs •.. 

Other people in our lives help us develop trust and loving attitulles; we 
dentlnd less and give more. We auger ~ slowly and forgive more 
easily. We learn about love from tnembers of Narcotics Anonymous. 
ThrQugh the love we receive in our fellowship we begin to feel lovable 
ourselves, a.feeling totally alien to our old egocentric selves. · 

Ego used.to c<introJ ·us in all sorts of subtle ways. Anger is our reaction 
. to our present reality. Resenlnlents are reliving of past experiences again 

and again in. our minds, and fear Is our response to the future. We need to 
. become wllllng to let God remove these defects that burden our spiritual 

growth. 
. New ideas are available to us through the sharing. of our living 
experience. Rigorously practicing the few sbnple guidelines in tllis chapter, 
we recover daily. The principles of the program shape our personalicies. 

From the Isolation of our addiction, we fmd a feUowship of people with 
the common bond of recovery. N .A. is like a lifeboat in a sea of isolation, 
bopelessoess and destructive chaos. Our faith, strength and hope i:ome 
from people sharing their recovery and from our relation8hip with the Ood 
of our own understanding. At first it feels awkward to share our feelqis. 
Part of lhe pain of addiction is being cut off from this sharing experience. 
If we find ourselves In a bad place or we sense trouble coming, we call 
someone or get to a meeting. We learn to seek help bc!fore making difficult 
decisions. By humbling ourselves and asking for help, we can get through 
the toughest of thnes. I can't, we can! In this way we find the strength we 
need when we need it the most. We form a mucual bond as we share our 
spiritual and mental resources. 

Sharing ht regularly scheduled meetings and one-on-one with recovering 
aaalCIS neJps us to may Clean. Atu:lllling meetings reminds us wrun h is lll<e 
to be new and of the progressive namre of our disease. Attending our home 
group provides encouragement from the people we get to know. This 
sustains our recovery and helps us In our daily living. When we honesdy 
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tell our own story, someone else may identify wilb us, Serving the needs 
of our members and making our message available gives us a. Reling of 
joy. Service gives us opporrunltiell to groW In ways which touCh all pam 
of our lives. Our experience in recovery may help them deal with tlleir 
problems-what worked fur us mlgbt worJc for mem. MQllt addicts are able 
IO accept this 1ypC of sbaring, even from the very beginning. The get· 
~ after ·0ur meeliDgs are gooil • oppottoJJlde& to share things we 
didn't get IO discus$. during ·1he· lneecilliJ. This is lllSo a good time to talk 
~ with our sponsors. Thin£s· we need to hear will 8Ulface and 
become clearer to us; 

By sharing the ~ience of our recovery with· newcomers, we help 
ourselves co stay clean. We share comfurt and encouragement with others. 
Today we have people In our lives who stafld with us. Getting away from 
our self-centeredness gives us a better perspective on life. By asking for 
help, we can cballge. Shariog is risky at limes, but by becomlDg vulnerable 
we are able to grow. 

Some will come to Narootics Anonymous still ttying to use people ro 
help them continue their habit. Theit closed mind is a barrier against 
change. A spirit of open-rn!tvfedoess, coupled with an admission of 
powerlessoess, is a key that will unlock tbe door to recovery. If someone 
wilb a drug problem comes to us seekiug recovery and is willlng co tty. we 
gladly share with them how we stay clean. . 

We 4,eyelop self~ as we help other$ find a new way of life. When 
we booesdy evaluate what we have, we can learn to appreciale it. We 
begin to feel worthwhile being members of N.A. We can eany the gitlll of 
recovery with us everywhere. The Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous· 
are a progressive recovery process estlbllsbed in our daily living. Ougoing 
recovery is dependent on our relationship with a loving God who cares for 
us and will do for us what we find lmpossll>le to do for ourselves. 

During our recovery, each of us comes to our own understanding of the 
program. If we have difficultles, we trust our groups, our spoll$0fS and our 
Higher Power to guide us. Thus, recovery, as found in Narcotics 
Anooymoos, comes both from within and without. 

We live a day at a time but also from moment to moment. When we stop 
living in the here and now, our problems become magnified wireasonably. 
Patience isn't a strong point with us. That's why we need our slogans and 
our N.A. friends to remind us to live the programjust for today. 

Tell yourself: 
JUST FOR TODAY my thoughts will be on my recovery, living 

and enjoying life withOut the use of drugs. 
JUiST l'OR. TODAY I will ha.Ye faith iu ~ne in N_A.__ who 

believes in me and wants to help me in my recovery. 
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JUST FOR TODAY l will have a program. I will try to follow it 
to the best of my ability. 

JUST FOR TODAY through N.A. I will tty to get a better 
perspective on my life. 

JUST FOR TODAY I will be unafraid, my thoughts )Vill be on my 
new associations, people who are not usfug and who have 
found a new way of life. So long as I follow that way. I 
have nothing to fear. 
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Chapter Ten 

MORE WILL BE REVEALED 

As our recovery progressed, we became increasingly aware of ourselves 
and the world around us. Our needs and wants, our assets and liabilities, 
were revealed to us. We came to realize that we had no power ro change 
the outside world; we could only change ourselves. The program of 
Narcotics Anonymous provides an opporwnity for us to ease the pain of 
living, through spiritual principles. 

We are very fortunate to have had this program to come to. Before, very 
few people recogniz.ed that addiction was a disease. Recovery was only a 
dream. 

The responsible, productive, drug-free lives of thousands of members 
illustrate the effectiveness of our program. Recovery is a reality for us 
today. Through working the sreps we are rebuilding our fractured 
personalities. Narcotics Anonymous is a healthy environment for growth. 
As a fellowship, we love and cherish one another, supporting our new way 
of life together. 

As we grow, we come to understand humility as acceptance of both our 
assets and our liabilities. What we want most is to feel good about 
ourselves. Today · we have real feelings of love, joy, hope, sadness, 
excitement-not our old drug-induced feelings. 

At times we find ourselves caught up in old ideas, even with time on the 
program. The basics are as important to recovery as they were in the 
beginning. We need to avoid old thinking patterlltl, both the old ideas and 
the tendency towards complacency. We cannot afford to become 
complacent becaUse our disease is with us twenty-four hours a day. If, 
while. practicing these principles, we allow ourselves to feel superior or 
inferior, we isolate ourselves. We are headed for trouble if we feel •apart 
from" other addicts. Separation ft om the atmosphere of recovery and the 
spirit of service to others slows our spiritual growth. Complacency keeps 
us from goodwill, love and compassion. 

If we are unwilling to listen to others, we will deny the need for 
improvement. We learn to become flexible and to admit when others are 
right and we are wrong. As new things are revealed, we feel renewed. We 
need to stay open-minded and willing to do that one extra thing; go to that 
one extra meeting; stay on the phone that one extra minute; and help that 
newcomer stay clean that one extta day. This extta effon is vital to our 
re1,;0YC£Y. 

We come to know ourselves as never before. We experience new 
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sensations, sue~ as finding out what it ls to love, to be loved, to .know tliilt. 
people care abOut us, and to have concern and compassion for others. We · 
find ourselves doing things that we never thought we would be doing, and 
enjoying them. We make mistakes and we accept and learn from them. We 
experience failure and we learn how to succeed. Often we have to face 
some type of crisis during our recovery, such as death of a loved one, 
fmancial difficulties or divorce. These are realities of life and they don't · 
go away just because we get clean. Some of us, even afler years of 
recovery, :fuund ourselves jobless, homeless or penniless. We .entertained 
the thought that staying clean was not "paying off" and the old thinking 
stirred up self,.pity; .. resentment and anger. No matter how paiilful life's 
tragedies can be for us, one thing ls clear; ·we must.not use, no matter 
what!" 

This ls a program of total abstinence, however, there are ~. such as 
in cases of health problems Involving . surgery and/or extreme physical 
injury, when medication may be valid. This does not coiistltute a license 
to use. There is no safe use of drugs for us. Our bodies don't know the 
difference between drugs prescribed by a physician for pjlin .. and drugs 
".prescribed by ourselves" to get high. As addicts our skill at sclf-deception 
will be at a peak in such a situation. Often our minds 'l,Vill even 
manufacture additional pjlin as an CX£USC to use. Turning it oyer to oor 
Higher Power and getting the support of our sponsor and . other· members 
can help prevent us from being our own worst enemies. Being alone during 
such times would give our disease too much leeway to talre over. Honest 
sharing can dispel our fears of relapse. Serious illness or surgery can 
present particular problems for us. 

Physicians should have specific knoWledge of our addiction. Remember 
that we-not our doctor-are ultimately responsible for the risk we expose 
oorselves to. To minimize the danger !here are a few specific options that 
we may COll<lider. These are using local anesthesla, avoiding our drug of 
choice, if any, S!Opplng while we are still hurting, and spending extra days 
In the hospital in case withdrawal occurs. 

Whatever pain we experience will pass. Through prayer, meditation and 
sharing we keep our minds off our discomfort and have the streDgth to 
!reep our priorit~ iJ! order. It is imperative to keep N.A. members close 
by at all times, if possible. It is amazing how our minds will go back so 
quidly to oor old ways and old thinking. You'd be surprised how much 
pain we can handle without medication. In this program of total abstinence, 
however, we need feel no guilt after i!aving taken a minimum amount of 
medication prescribed by an informed professional for extreme physical 
pain. 

We grow through pain in recovery and often find that such a crisis is a 
gift, an opportunity to experience growth by living clean. Before, we were 
unable to even conceive of the thought that problems bring gifts. This may 
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be finding strength within ourselves that we never knew before or regaining 
the feeling of self-respect we had lost. 

Spiritual growth, love and compassion are but idle potentials until shared 
with a fellow addict. By giving unconditional love in the fellowship,, we 
become more loving, and in the sharing of spiritual growth we become 
more spiritual. 

By carrying this message to another addict, we are well reminded of 
where we come from. Having had an opportunil)' to remember old feelings 
and behaviors, we are able to see our own personal and spiritual growth. 
In, the process of answering the questions of another, we become more 
clear in onr thinking. Newer members are a consumi source of hope, ever 
reminding us that the program works. We have the opportunity to live the 
knowledge acquired by staying clean, when we work with them. 

We have learned to value others' respect for us. We are pleased when 
people can now depend on us. For the first time in our lives we may be 
asked to serve in positions of responsibility in community organizations 
outside of N.A. Our opinions are at times sought and valued by non-addicts 
in areas other thllll addiction and recovery. We can enjoy our families in 
a rtew way and may become a credit to them Instead of an embarrassment 
ot a burden. They can be proud of us today. Our individual interests 
broaden possibly to include social or even political issues. Hobbies and 
recreation give us new pleasure. It gives us good feelings to know that 
aside ftom our value to others as recovering addicts we are also of value 
as human beings. 

The reinforcement received by SpollSOrship is limitless. We spem years 
taking from others in every conceivable way. Words cannot describe the 
sense of spiritual awareness that we receive when we have given 
something, no matter bow small, to another person. 

We are each other's eyes and ears; when we do something wrong our 
fellow addicts help us to help ourselves by showing us what we cannot see. 
We sometimes find ourselves caught up in old ideas. We need to conscantly 
review our feelings and thinking, if we are to stay enthusiastic and grow 
spiritually. This enthusiasm will aid our ongoing recovery. 

Today we have the freedom of choice. As we work the program to the 
best of ()W' ability, the obsession with self is removed. Much of our 
loneliness and fear are replaced by the love and security of the fellowship. 
Helping a suffering addict is one of the greatest experiences life has to 
offer. We are willing to help. We have had similar experiences and 

. understand fellow addicts as no one else can. We ofter hope for we know 
that a better way of life is now real for us, and we give love becanse it was 
so freely given. New frontiers are open to us as we learn how to love. 
Love can be the tlow of life energy from one person to another. By caring, 
sharing, and praying for olllcn, we tx;comc a part of !hem, and through 
empathy, allow them to become part of us. As we do this, we undergo a 
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vital spiritual experience and are changed. 
On a practical level, changes occur because what's appropriate to one 

phase of recovery may not be for another. We constantly let go of what has 
served its purpose, and let God guide us through the cmrent phase with 
what works here and now. 

As we become more God-reliant and gain self-respect, we realize that we 
don't need to feel superior or inferior to anyone; our real value is in being , 
ourselves. Our egos, once so large and dominant, now talre a back seat 
because we are In harmony with a loving God. We f'md that we lead 
richer, happier and much fuller lives when we lose self-will. 

We become able to make wise and loving decisions, based on principles 
and ideals that have real value in our lives. Shaping our thoughts with the 
spiritual ideals that we are moving ,toward, we are freed to become who we 
want to be. What we had feared, we can now overcome of through our 
dependence on a loving God. Faith has replaced our fear and given us 
freedom from ourselves. , 

In recovery, we also strive for gratitude. We feel grateful for ongoing 
God-consciousness. Whenever we col)front a difficulty that we do not think 
we can handle, we ask God to do for us what we cannot do for ourselves. 

A spiritual awakening is an ongoing process. We experience a wider 
view of rCality as we grow spirirually. An opening of our minds to new 
spiritual and physical experiences is the key to better awareness. As we 
grow spiritually we become attuned to our feelings and our purpose in life. 

By loving ourselves, we become able to truly love others. This ls a 
spiritual awakening that comes as a result of living th.is program. We find 
ourselves daring to care and love. Iligher mental and emotional functions, 
such as conscience and the ability to love, were sharply affected by our use 
of drugs. Living skills were reduced to the animal level. Our spirit was 
brolcen. The capacity to feel human was lost. This seems extreme, but 
many of us have been in this state. 

In time, through recovery, our dreams come true. We don't mean that 
we necessarily become rich or famous. Rowever, by realizing the will of 
our Higher Power, dreams do come true in our recovery. 

One of the continuing miracles of recovery is becoming a productive, 
responsible member of society. We need to tread carefully into areas that 
expose us to ego-inflating experience, prestige and manipulation that may 
be difficult for us to deal with. We have found that the way to remain a 
productive, responst1Jle member of society is to put our recovery first. 
N.A. can survive without us but we cannot survive without N.A. 

Living just for today, we have no way of knowing what will happen to 
m. We ai-c ofta;;;n amazc:d at bow thinga wock out for uo. RCiQOYc-rin.g in tho 
here and now. the future becomes an exciting journey. If we had written 
our list of expectations when we came to the program, we would have been 
cheating ourselves. Hopeless living problems became joyously changed. 
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Our disease has been arrested and now auytbIDa is possible. 
We become in£reasingly open-minded which opens the door .for new 

ideas, in all areas of our live&. Throogb active listening, we hear things 
that work for us. This ability is a gift and grows as we grow spiritqally. 
Life takes on a new meauiDg when we open ourselves to this gift. 1n order 
to receive, we must be willing to give. 

Narcotics Anonymous offers only one promise and that is fteeOOm from 
active addiction, the solution that eluded us for so long. We will be freed 
{mn our self-made prisc>M. 

In recovery. our ideas of fun chaDge. We are now free to enjoy 1he 
simple things in life, lite te1lowsbip and lhring in·hanriony with nature. We 
now have become free to devek:Jp a new understanding of life. As we loot 
.back, we are gtat:eful fur our new life. It Is so unlike die cveats diat 
brought us here. 

While ~ •. we· thought that we ~ fun and that non--users were 
deprived of it. Spjrit:uality enables us tD live to the fullest, feeling grateful 
for who we are and what we have done In life. Since the beginning Qf our 
recovery. we have found tha1: joy 4oean't come .from material 1bilcJ, but 
from within QIVSelves. We find that when we l«l6e self-ohsellion. we are 
able to understand What ll meam ·tl> . be hippy. Joyous. am tn:e. 
lndescribable joy comes from sharing trom the heart; we no longer need 
to lie to _gain acceptance. 

Narcotics Anonymous offers addicts a program of recovery whkh is 
more than just a life wicbool: drugs. Not only is this wwy of life better than 
the hell we lived, it is better than any life we had ever koown. 

We have found a way out. and we see it WOl"k foi <JChers. Each day more 
will be l"C\'ealed. 
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"My gratitude speaks ••• 
When I citre and 

When I share with others 
The N.A. way." 



Many books have been written 
about the nature of addiction. This 
book primarily concerns itself with 
the nature of recovery. If you are 
an addict and have found this 
book, please give yourself a break 
and read it! 




